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WEIGiITS AND A hm MUDu

Unless otherwise stated, all weights and

measures used in this report are metric.
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1 hectare (ha) 2.47 acres (ac)

I acre (ac) 0.405 ha

1 kilometer (km) = 0.62 mile

FISCAL YEAR

April l - March 31
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PREFACE

This report was prepareU uy nII aricLutLura.L LsVctCW v w.LOO.Lmsi

led by Paul S. Zuckerman, which visited Nigeria in March/April 1978. Mission
members were Ridwan ali kUeputy missionl leaUder andI agriLcu1LturaL economist),
W. David (economist), David G. Davies (manpower economist), Rolf Gusten (irri-
gation economist), Hendrik Koppen (general economist), M.W. L. Pease (agri-
culturist), Owaise Saadat (agricultural economist). Consultants were
T. Bredero (agronomist), Peter S. Galkin (marketing specialist), B. Goodier
(irrigation engineer), Michael N. Harrison (agriculturist), K. Kanungo (agri-
cultural economist) and G. Yates (livestock specialist). Background papers
on forestry and on credit were prepared respectively by Jacob H. de Vries
(economist) and R. Reader (consultant agricultural economist) during separate
missions. The mission followed the earlier work of the agricultural sector
survey mission of 1971 1/ which focused primarily on export crop promotion,
and the Bank's 1973 mission that reviewed problems and prospects of food pro-
duction in the context of the overall economic position and prospects for
Nigeria. 2/

Since 1973, Nigeria's economy has undergone some radical changes.
Nigeria is now a significant importer of agricultural products and exports
of traditional crops have declined dramatically. During this period the Bank
has gained considerable experience in the Nigerian agricultural sector, having
made loans for sixteen agricultural projects, and is in a better position to
evaluate present trends and suggest alternative courses of action.

The Federal Government is now preparing the next five-year develop-
ment plan to be implemented by the new civilian government during the period
1980-1985 and, at the same time, has requested the World Bank Group to expand
its lending program. The mission, therefore, concentrated on identifying
a development strategy for Nigeria's agricultural sector and assessed some
of the steps that could be taken to make full use of the presently untapped
productivity reserve that experience over the last five years has shown
exists with the smallholder sector. This is the subject of the main volume of
the report. The analysis on which these proposals are based is to be found in
the supporting papers reviewing different aspects of the sector, contained in
Volumes II and III.

1/ Agricultural Sector Survey. Nigeria. Volumes I. II. III. January 1973.

2/ Current Economic Position and Prosnects of Nigeria. Volumes I. II. III,
August 1974. Report No. 416a-UNI.





CHAr TER i

THE UNREALIZED POTENTIAL

Introduction

1. An analysis of available technology in Nigeria shows that, if
properly applied, production in the agricultural sector can be increased by
probably 3% to 4% per year, compared with present estimates of less than
1%. A net increase oE 3% per annum represents a net gain of nearly 500,000
tonnes of cereal equivalent per annum. There is, therefore, a very consider-
able productivity reserve which Nigeria has yet to tap. Three ways exist to
increase agricultural production in Nigeria, which are inter-dependent; they
are: intensification of production systems and increasing output by using
improved technologies; increasing fanmer incentives through improved crop
prices and assured market outlets; and increasing the area under cultivation.
Using as a basis the two previous reports by Bank missions 1/ and the work
and opinion of other observers of Nigeria's agricultural sector, we discuss
below the potential of increasing production through these three means. Our
observations are heavily tempered with qualitative judgments as the data base
-- as in other countries at a similar stage of development -- is not entirely
reliable. However, following the Bank's first loan to Nigeria for cocoa
production in 1971, the Bank has now accumulated considerable experience and
to date the Bank Group has committed very nearly US$400 million for agricul-
tural development in Nigeria, involving projects with gross investment needs
of more than US$1 billion.

Increasing Agricultural Productivity

2. Nigeria has a large and real potential for increasing production
by raising yields per hectare. Present yields are, in many cases, far below
those obtained in research trials and, in some cases, the yields obtained
in neighboring West African countries. Considerable progress has been made
in developine new varieties; fertilizer recommendations and other agronomic
practices adapted to local Nigerian conditions. While many important problems
remain to be solved in developing a technological base for raising crop
yields uniformly throtughout Nigeria, much can be done to ensure that improved
practices that are available are translated into actual nroduction increases.
This depends on the rate that these techniques are adopted by farmers.
While this is partly a function of profitability and annlicabilitvy it also
depends on the efficiency of the extension services, the adequacy of, and
timeliness of farm supinlies. and the general level of nhvsical infrastructure.

3. Technicallv there is no reason why average cotton yields in Nigeria
are two thirds to one half average cotton yields in Mali. Similarly, conditions
in Nigeria are oniv marginally less attractive for rubber production than those
in Malaysia, yet average Nigerian yields are less than half Malaysian yields.

1/ O,) cit..f-f' e



NAFPP 1/ trial results for 1977 in Imo State showed that improved maize and
cassava varieties outyielded locaL varieties two to three times. The use
of improved farm supplies is constrained by the lack of their availability.
Where the constraints are overcome the productivity reserve can be exploited
fully. Fertilizer consumption in the Funtua, Gusau and Gombe Agricultural
Development Projects (ADPs) in the north increased from about 1,000 tons to
nearly 50,000 between 1974 and 1977 and as a result the value of production
increased by about N 17 million following an expenditure on fertilizer (at
an unsubsidized price) of only about N 2 million. While it is impossible to
quantify the exact potential that exists for increasing production through
the adoption of available improved technologies and practices, these examples
indicate that a tremendous gap exists that should be properly exploited.
Below we give some indication of the potential of the principal crops grown
in Nigeria. 2/

4. Sorghum. Improved varieties of sorghum have been issued by the
Institute of Agricultural Research (IAR) yielding over 50% more than tradi-
tional varieties and demonstrating a much greater potential response to
fertilizer. The traditional varieties tend to lodge when fertilizer is
apnlied to them. Existing yields of traditional varieties are estimated at
about 650 kg/ha; with seed dressing and fertilizer application, yields of
the improved varieties -- with acceptable color and taste -- should be of
the order of 1,200 kg/ha - twice as high.

5. Millet. Locally improved varieties of millet may consistently
ou,tyield traditional v2rieties. Fertilizer respnse,~~ howevprj isc limite~d by

the tall weak stalks of the traditional varieties. Recent work in Senegal
indirAteq that short variptip with a high harvest index and a high vyild
should soon be forthcoming, and IAR's new association with ICRISAT 3/ should
grpatlv strepngthen Nigeria's rPPnrr'h c2nphilityv on millet=

6. Groundnuts. A long serie of ranrnonmic trialc antd nuimhor o%f
selection and breeding programs by IAR have resulted in a package of recom-
mended nractic fovr groundnut nrnduirtion -- inrcrnprating timely planting,
fertilizer application, improved seeds, better spacing and improved weed con-
trol -- that regularly show a doubling (600-1200 kg/ha) of kernel yields over
traditional practices.

7. Maize. The recent re-orientation of objectives in the maize breed-
if ngr%ogrm i Mige.ria -t-h i-mnrnovA y,ieldrs no the tonp pri4 r4-i ,is no
producing good results. In national variety trials improved varieties
outyeieded traditional lines bI 50'%-.J100%/ -.LL, -^-A --------ns t-o fer"lizer
Results of the NAFPP on-farm tests show that with recommended husbandry prac-
ti.ces improved variet ies outyiel 1 traAditional varieties by -fato of - w -to

UJA~O.LLULUV~ V~LL~LL~ IJLy±U L. UJ. LJJ.L VLX L.L~ Uy a LCLLSJ1. IJ.L LWU LUV

1/ National Accelerated Food Production Project.

2/ Fully detailed technical recommendations can be found in the reports of
tne Nigerian researcn InsLLtutes and In Lne worla nanK projecL appraisal
reports.

3/ International Crop Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics, India.
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six. In addition it has recently been shown that in the Guinea Savannah zone
maize yields are less at risk to a poor rainfall season than sorghum yields.
Without fertilizer sorghum yields about 600 kg/ha while maize tassals but
produces no grain. With fertilizer, sorghum yields rise up to 4,000 kg/ha
with good management and maize up to 6,000 kg/ha. It is, therefore, expected
that where fertilizer is available maize will, to an increasing extent, replace
sorghum. Evidence from the Funtua and Gombe ADPs supports this. In the latter
project the area under improved maize cultivation increased from virtually
nothing to 30,000 hectares in 1978 alone.

8. Cowpeas. Yields of traditional varieties of cowpeas under present
husbandry practices are extremely low, less than 200 kg/ha. Improved practices
including sole cropping. the use of upright varieties. nhosnhatirc fertilizer
and insecticidal spraying can regularly result in five-fold yield increases.
Insects are the principle constraint to increasing cowpea yieldg and good
progress has been made in breeding for insect resistance. Varieties resistant
to preflowering insects are now available and in five years time varieties
resistant to post flowering insects should be available. In addition the
means exist to eliminate losses of cownpeas in ctoraae, which presently amount
to 20% of production.

9. Rice. There is no improved variety of upland rice that consistently
outyields OS6 - the improved variety that is already cultivated extensively.
OS6 performs better than the new so-called improved varieties being more
drought-resistant and having a better root system. 1/ However, possibilities
do exist for increasing yields under improved water control systems as a wet
season crop on irrigated bottomlands. With a reasonable amount of water
control the technology is available to increase average yields to 3 m tons/ha
in the south and to about 4 m tons/ha in the far north. Present yields are in
the range of about 1.2 - 1.3 m tons/ha. Total rice production from existing
small-scale irrigation schemnes could thus double or increase by about 8a5 ,00

m tons. It is quite possible to achieve cropping intensities of 130 percent
which would allow another 200,000 ha to be double cropped with f'ood crops.
Furthermore development eventually could bring the total area under small-scale
irrigatilon eventually up to 2milion 'a from the presenit /7U,UU0 to 800,000
ha. In view of the raFpid increase in fadama cultivation achieved in the last
20 vears (soma A,nn00n ha) a further 50.n0,0 ha of improved lottom lanid by
1990 does not seem unrealistic. This could produce an additional 1.5 million
m tons of paddy, plus 150,000 m tons oF maize, under improved techiques.

10. Cassava. The_ principa' constraint to increasing cassava yields has
been the loss caused by the mosaic virus and bacterial blight disease. Varie-
ties are now available that are highly resistant to Uoth `iseases, have good
compact roots making for easy harvest, have higher potential yields, and are
palatable. Results oU fCertlizer response trLals are a `ittle conflicting
but all indications are that improved cassava varieties are now available that
yield two or three times the preserit average yield (6-7 m ton/ha) of tradi-
tional varieties.

1/ OS6 has come to be regarded as a local variety but was in fact introduced
less than 20 years ago and is one of the great success stories of Nigeria's
Research and Extenision Services.
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11. Yams. Research is currently being directed towards a range of
oblectives including yield improvement, disease resistance. storage qualities,
and growth habits to reduce the need for staking. Propagation from vine
cuttings and yam seed has been achieved and offers the prospect of breeding
new varieties. A rapid multiplication technique will greatly reduce the
heavy demands and expense of plantin2 material (currently 20-30% of output).
A number of years are likely to elapse however before new technology for
yam production results in considerable yield improvement. Significant yield
responses to fertilizer have been demonstrated, particularly in soils of
low fertility. Under more fertile conditionsj comnetition for light is
usually the limiting factor, and proper staking enables the vines to spread
for maximum sunlight and can lead to yield increases of un to 100 nercent.

12. rocoa. Prpqpnt ayvrarp anniial vieldR of smallholder oroan nrp
estimated at 450-500 kg/ha but with wide variations between holdings. Experi-
mental nlantings of modern hybrid nronpnips have nrodulred our 92200 kg/ha per
year and under commercial management could reasonably be expected to yield in
the order of 1,200-1,500 kg/ha. Smallholdepr would hp u,nlikely to arhipvu
such yields but a range of 750-1,000 kg/ha and an average 850 kg/ha at full
matulritew chsrhoudb possible; habout twiceo the lee1 x,n-f tr-od-;tinnolor1 oF

13= Oil Palm= The sce of imnrovud mTntril wtouuld i under aver2ge manag-
ment, be expected to more than double annual yields of fresh fruit bunches,
increasing them from about 4.5 mt/ha to about 10.0 mt/ha as the palms reach
full maturity. The fruit of selected palms should contain 18-21% oil and 4-5%
kernels compared wltbh napproxlmately 10% oil and 55% kernels in the fruit of

traditional oil palm groves.

14. Rubber. Smallholder rubber yields are estimated at 300-350 kg/ha/
year but reliable daata are not available. Thrfoughl use of h.Aigh, yie IAfldng plant-
ing material and modern tapping systems, the annual yield at peak production
coulU ue iLncreased to aLUout 1,250 kg/ha anU the average annual yields over a
24-year productive life of a planting, increased to about 1,000 kg/ha, three
tLmes existing levels.

15. In UUdition to the prospects fLor inudi'vidual crops there are three
1 J. iln U±±I ULI a"CLL jJL L ULLUUdL .L L1I~L LIL~

specific inter-related aspects of crop husbandry that are receiving atten-
tion at this time which would appear to have very considerable potential for
increasing production; they are intercropping, minimum tillage and weed
control. Previous research has concentrated on recommendations for crops
in sole stands. Recent research has shown that farmers have good reasons
for growing crops together as a multiple crop. For example, in areas or
Imo and Anambra States maize and cassava are normally grown together. Maize
is harvested first, and the subsequent yield of cassava is no less when it
is planted with maize than when it is planted alone. The advantage of this
system is that land preparation is only necessary once, weeding costs are
reduced since maize stalks provide mulch for the cassava, and the soil is
protected as it is not left bare between crops. In 1975 there were over a
thousand NAFPP on-farm tests of cassava and maize intercropping in Imo and
Anambra States with the following results:
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Traditional Improved

Practices Practices

1975 maize yield, kg/ha 362 2,442
1976 cassava yield, kg/na 4,800 14,230

Gross returns, cassava and maize, N 239 886
Incremental cost, N - 279
Incremental return, N 657
incremental profit 368

Cassava yields were increased by a factor of three, maize yields by a factor
of six and the incremental profit from the improved practices was greater
than the gross returns from the traditional practices. Separate IITA 1/ trials
have shown that maize stover increased cassava yields from 10.8 to 16.4 tons/
ha, reduced soil temperature, and reduced water run-off and soil losses. The
accuracy of some of these tests can be questioned, but whether productivity
increases are two or fcur times, the story is the same: there is a very
considerable untapped productivity potential.

16. Weeding has long been recognized as the single major bottleneck
to expansion of cultivated area as farmers commonly plant as much as their
estimated weeding capacity allows. Recently there have been some significant
improvements in the use and application of herbicides. IITA have found an
effective herbicide mixture that damages neither cassava nor maize in the
above intercrop and givres good weed control for the both crops. The herbicide
is applied by the ultra low volume (ULV) sprayers which have been used with
success for chemical application in the north. The sprayers have the singular
advantage of significantly reducing both the amounts of water and chemical
applied.

17. A more sophisticated use of herbicides is effected when practising
minimum tillage techniqlues. These techniques have been used in many countries
and are extensively applied in the United States using conventional applicators
which require large quantities of water as a base for the herbicide. The
principle of minimum tillage is to leave the soil in an undisturbed state
and by increasing surface mulch protect the soil from the erosive effects of
raindrop action. In Nigeria the increase in population and the subsequent
reduction in available land puts increased pressure on the bush fallow system
(where land is cropped for two to three years and then left for a long period
to restore itself under regrowth of natural vegetation). Reduced fallow
periods are accelerating soil erosion and nutrient loss, and yields and soil
fertility continue to decline. Herbicides have been tested at IITA, and the
recommended types and rates are satisfactory. Indications are that once
initial technical and managerial problems have been overcome, yields and
acreage can increase farmers' gross incomes sufficiently to make adoption
of minimum tillage economically attractive.

1/ International Institute of Tropical Agriculture, Ibadan.



18. In sum, while we cannot quantify exactly the increased productin"

that might be forthcoming from an extensive adoption of the improved exist-
ing technology, it is quite clear that there is a very significant gap between

present yields and what is possible when using new technologies and pract----

Increasing Farmers' Incentives through Regional Specialization

19. Nigeria is divided into three maior ecological zones (see Map:

Ecological Zones and Research Stations), each of which has a comparative
advantage in different crops. Yams, cassava, cocoyams and kola nuts are grown

widely in the south and sorghum, millet and cowpeas in the north. Maize and
rice are also maior fooderons. Cash crons. historically for export, include

groundnuts and cotton in the north, and cocoa, oil palm and rubber in the
south- Although there is regional specialization in cash oron cultivation,
virtually every farm family grows at least some of its own subsistence needs.
Overall roductionn, however, could increase if farmers in areas of the ecolo-

gical zones concentrated primarily on the crops best suited for each zone.

20. Over time the different zones have tended to specialize in growing

cr-ops particularly suited ti- their conditions, hbut there are indicationn

that this trend is reversing. Until recently the forest zone was an area
where farmers specialized in tree crop nroductinn and relied nn the market to

purchase foodstuffs -- up to 60 percent of needs reported in some studies --

from t--e savannah regions. Hgowever, on f t-he effects of the civil wanr wan

to concentrate people in their areas of origin and to disrupt the marketing
of foodstuffs. It 4s possible that this had led to a move away from regional

specialization, with farmers in the forest zone becoming more concerned to
f-eed tAh,,-e local population than to produce traditri-al nroa-edible ovnnrt c-rnns

such as cocoa and rubber. This situation is compounded by the poor state of
rura'l infrastructure, withL the r-.esult tbhat the syste-m for ensuri4ng that food-

stuffs move from food-surplus areas into rural food-deficit areas functions

badly. Consequently, tree=crop faCmers are less willing to rel,y on the market

to satisfy their food needs and are beginning to grow more of their subsis-

tence requirements, taLking up valuabDle t-ree crop land. IFurthei.more, the

growing urbanization of the south and greatly increased urban incomes have
ied to a higher dUeruanLU ftor foodstuffs, and with higLi tranisport costs f£rom U

middle belt and north, producing food for the market is becoming more attrac-

tive to the farmer in the tree crop zone of the sobutLL. iIbs treL.d away fLrom

regional specialization augurs poorly for exploiting natural comparative
advantages, and in areas of high rainfall tLile removaL of thLe forest carnopy

to plant annual food crops leads to serious soil degradation such as is now

evident in parts of Imo and AnamDra States.

21. This situation can be alleviated by increasing producer prices 1fL

traditional export crops so that they compete more effectively with food crops

for the farmers' scarce resources in the tree crop zone, and by improving the

marketing systems between areas that have a technical comparative advantage

in foodcrop production and the forest areas. For example, the producer price

for rubber is apparently not sufficient to induce farmers in the principle

rubber producing areas of Nigeria -- the southern part of Bendel State -- to

tap their trees in preference to cultivating cassava, yam and maize. Other
areas of Bendel State, particularly those to the northeast, are as well or
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better suited to the cultivation of foodcrops but cannot. rubb
production because of low rainfall. Consequently the production of a valuable
export crop is -1.foregone wh.ile thJ L Le p otential of tile northLeasLerrt area ofr
the state remains undeveloped. A better balanced price structure could help
LhLe raLional expLoLtatLon of tLle omparative auvantage ofJ different ecoLo-
gical zones in Nigeria and together with other ancilliary measures could
re u_ in a si nif c nt :- C r _:- _a _: c: _- I _ D_ _A_ - _ _ _ 1 _ _ _ _ _ 1 _ _ _ m _r
resulL iii d bigi1i±Udi1etiL lit rease 111 uvetLl prodUUUcioIlr. 11th scope for alLer-

ing the present price structure is discussed later in para. 79.

Area Extension

22. Only about 40% of potential arable land is actually under cultiva-
tion, according to the best estimates. This indicates that there should
be some potential for expanding area to increase production but one should
bear in mind that under the present bush fallow system, for every hectare in
production there has to be two or three hectares in fallow to allow the
soil fertility to regenerate under natural conditions. Undoubtedly, there are
some areas which have agricultural potential, that have not yet been settled
but it is unlikely, given the mobility of labor in Nigeria, that this con-
stitutes a significant. amount. While there has been no systematic record-
ing of fallow periods it is evident from conversations with farmers that
fallow periods are falling dramatically and in some areas of the east and
around major urban centers there is now continuous cropping witlh no fallow
period. The livestock situation also gives an indication of present land use
problems and an estimate of the carrying capacity of the land in relation to
the present herd indicates that stocking rates should be halved if the quality
of grazing lands is not to be irrevocably damaged. 1/ Though these figures
are estimates, information from individual states bears this out. For example
in Borno State there is thought to be one animal unit per 3.2 hectares, which,
under present agricultural conditions and systems, is at least three times the
optimum stocking rate

23. The so-called 'middle-belt' of Nigeria has been an area long referred
to by the FAO 2/ and by the World Bank in its second report 3/ as being
an area with little population and much agricultural potential. On reflection
it would seem that this is not the case and such projects as the Lafia and
Ayangba ADPs -- located in the 'middle belt' -- clearly show that the land
is already well settled and under relatively intense cultivation. Consequently
we do not believe thal; this is an area where under traditional farming systems
much expansion of cultivation is possible. In the east, population densities
are very high, in the order of 415 persons/km in Imo State, and fallow periods
have fallen so drastically that in parts of Anambra and Imo States soil
degradation has become such a major problem that government has found it
necessary to engage consultants to resolve the problem. In Bendel State and

I/ See Paper 7: The Livestock Sub-Sector, Section E.

2/ FAO indicative World Plan for Agricultural Development to 1975 and 1985,
Proviginnn1 RPoannal Rttudv no. 3. Africa Souith of the Sahara. Vol. II.

3/ Current Economic Position and Prospects of Nigeria. Op Cit.
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the former Western Region, population density is less than that in the east
but more than the north, and it is doubtful whether any surplus land exists
except perhaps in some of the savannah areas where a few commercial grain
production operations have been attempted. In sum, it is doubtful that, under
the present farming conditions where bush fallow systems prevail, there is
much potential for expanding crop area except in some remote locations where a
heavy investment in such infrastructure as access roads, water supplies, and
in some cases costly land clearing would be a precondition for entry. Statis-
tics on land use are most unreliable in a country the size of Nigeria but farm
land use is possibly as follows:

Table 1. Pattern of Land Use - Nigeria 1962

million ha percent

Total Area Q92 100

Area not used for agnriculture ure

Area used for agriculture 84 a

Forests 26 29
Permanent pastures 26 28
Arab-le la-nd an' 'an' underal. LJ..C Lat uaI' .LIU LiLU 

permanent tree crops 32 34
Area farmed u 17

Source: FAO, Indicative World Plan, op. cit.

Undoubtedly the work undertaken by the land resources division of the United
Kingdom Overseas Development Ministry under contract with Federal Ministry
of Agriculture and Water Resources (FMAWR) should shed some light on the
situation.

24. However, the general assessment must be that unless there are
radical changes in farming systems, and in particular the adoption of systems
that permit significant reductions in fallow periods, there is currently
little room for increasing production through expansion of the area cultivated.
Some increase could be achieved through land clearing schemes, though these
schemes often create more problems than they solve;' the failure at Mokwa
in the fifties and recently at Agenbode being lessons that should not be
forgotten. 1/ Finally the recently announced changes in land tenure practices
under the 1978 Land Use Decree may lead to more farmers being willing to
invest in long term land improvement measures because of assured occupancy,
and this could have some impact on production.

1/ See Paper 9: Large Scale Farming and Mechanization. Section C.
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j. TLhe real potential 1for i1cieasiLIg pLrUUcLoLU UULrLL1 LLith LntL lew

years lies in exploiting the productive potential of age-old Nigerian cropping
systems through the widespread adoption of those improved technologies LtIaL

can easily be infused :into these systems. Simultaneously, more advanced
systems including minimum tillage should be tested out on pilot programs in
order to develop more intensive systems that can compensate for the disappear-
ing bush fallow. Such advanced systems, if successful, require significant
and additional investments in more highly trained technical manpower and more
sophisticated and reliable tarmer support services. While the results of
research trials must be discounted when applied under true farming conditions,
such tremendous increases have been shown without doubt to be possible, that
an annual increase in production in the order of 3-4 percent per annum should
be sustainable.
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CHAPTER II

CURRENT PERSPECTIVE

The General Economy

26. The economic events in Nigeria during the 1970s have been dominated

by developments in the oil sector. Oil revenues assumed a substantial

share in the federal government budget in the early 1970s and with the

quadrupling of the price of oil in 1973/74, earnings from oil eclipsed all

others. Within a year the oil revenues tripled. rising to N 4.2 billion

(US$6.6 billion) in 1974/75, representing 55% of the non-oil GDP or 80% of

total current revenues= These financlal developments had far reaching con-
sequences for the balance of payments and the public sector's role in the

economy as well as for the growth and structuire of the economyv

217. Nlgenra's fo -Cal situation, which showed cirnc nf hanrring nprnolms

as early as 1975, continued to worsen well into 1978. Oil exports plum-

meted to 1.5 m.b.d. in the first qua-rter, m-nJinly hbcause Nigeria continued to

maintain a relatively high price in the face of intense competition from
nLewer sources o±F 04 .g,1 newC souces f oi, e.g., N11orth, S-ea. At the same time, de-spite attempts

to curb expenditures through fiscal and monetary policies claims on budgetary

resources continHued LkJ t e high, imports soared and foreign exchange reserves

declined. To surmount these difficulties, the Government, early in the

year, iLntroduuceu a number of audditionalJ measures. Th-ese -ncluded a lowering

of the official price of oil to a competitive level, a very austere budget,

imposition of imuport restrictions andu a less domlnant role for the public

sector; with the private sector expected to contribute half of total invest-

ment, compared to only a third in the current Plan. While import restrictions
have been slow in yielding results largely because of purchases abroad made in

anticipation of these measures, the other two sets of policies have proved

quite effective. The oil output revived quickly and reached 2 m.b.d. in the

third quarter of 1978; and rose further to 2.2 rm.b.d. in the last quarter

mainly because of the oil workers' strike in Iran and large purchases by the

oil companies in anticipation of the OPEC price hike in Decemuer 1978. In the

1978/79 federal government budget, current expenditures were reduced by

5% and capital expenditures by 7%. In fact, the reduction in capital expendi-

tures is expected to be much more drastic since the ministries are effectively

not allowed to spend more than 70% of budgeted amounts. In order to provide

budgetary and balance of payment support, the government also successfully

raised two large Euro-currency loans amounting to US$1.75 billion.

28. Trade. Agricultural imports have boomed--importation of food and

live animals rose from US$97 million to nearly US$800 million from 1970 to

1976--while total exports (including petroleum) increased from US$1,350

million to US$10,122 million in the same period. Between 1974 and 1975

alone, the value of agricultural commodity imports rose by 129 percent
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reflecting both the sharp rise in domestic expenditure and the higher rate of
international inflation (see Table 2). Between 1974 and 1976, food imports
were equivalent to 10 percent of total imports and their value in absolute
terms increased by 70 percent in 1977 alone. During the same period, there
has been a marked decline in the volume of traditional agricultural exports
crops with only cocoa, palm kernels and rubber somewhat holding their ground
(Table 3). (Details are at'End Tables 1-3).

Table 2

Imports and Exports of Agricultural Commodities

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1/
------------------- US$ million…---------------

Total Food Imports 135 145 200 260 561 7q9 1 160
Proportion of Total

TmnortS(%) 8 10 11 10 10 10 N/A
Total Agricultural Expcrts 406 290 558 432 432 544 N/A
c Gornc Prioucts 55 57 44 55 77 69 N/A

1/ Provisional.
Source: Federal O%ff4ce 0of Statistics.

A mot stikig turr.arour.d h-as b-een te trale in edibe fats with the country
r'i L L L ..L6 L . LL ULU LId. Vu LLI L.~u L.I LLU±U.L~ ±L. LJ LI LI1 UIL)

shifting from an export:er to an importer. In 1974, Nigeria earned US$49
Millon net) uy exporting edible fats. Two years later, exports had fallen
and imports had risen l:o such an extent that the country spent US$33 million
net)J onU ed'be iat 'L morts.

Table 3

Exports of Agricultural Commodities

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977
0 ----------- ' OO tons ----------------…

Cocoa Beans 271 228 211 180 192 228 N/A
Palm Kernels 242 212 137 186 172 272 NiA
Rubber 51 41 49 61 61 44 N/A
Cotton Seed 98 62 9 11 - - N/A
Raw Cotton 22 1 8 - - - N/A
Palm Oil 20 2 - - 31 3 N/A
Groundnuts 114 104 129 30 - 1.6 N/A

N/A - not available
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The Agricultural Sector

29. Production. Approximately 75% of Nigeria's estimated population of
85 million (1979) is dependent on agriculture which accounts for about 25% of
GDP, 5% of total export earnings, and 60% of non-oil exports. Agricultural
production is almost entirely in the hands of smallholders whose levels of
technology and productive efficiency are low. Their per capita income is
estimated at an average US$100 per annum. Nigeria once was a major exporter
of agricultural products, such as cocoa, groundnuts, cotton and palm oil,
but today, the volume of agricultural exports has greatly diminished as the
rapidly expanding population has consumed tL'-,_ • *,-us exportable edible
products such as palm oil and groundnuts, and little investment has been
made in replacing aged and low yielding tree crops.

30. While the economy grew as a whole by about 7% to 8% per annum in
the first half of this decade with a temporary decline in 1978 as a result of
the poor performance of the oil sector, all indications are that production
from the agricultural sector has grown probably less than 1% per annum on
average during the seventies. The statistics are not very reliable but it
would appear that only rice production has grown at a rate comparable with
population growth, now estimated to be expanding at least 3% per annum viz:

Table 4

Production Trends of Principal Crops

Production Growth Rates
% per annum
1962 - 1975

Maize 0.13
Sorghum -0.84
Millet 1.20
Rice 4.56
Cotton 1.03
Groundnuts -0.04
Cocoa .97
Oil Palm 1.90
Rubber 1.40
Yam 0.04
Cassava 0.60
Cowpea 1.07

Source: Paper 4. Demand and Supply Trends and Projections

31. Consumption. Diets vary consideprabh between the northern states
-- where millet and sorghum predominate -- and the southern states, which
denpnd mainlv upon cassava, yams and cocoyams. Maize is eaten in all areas.
Cattle provide the main source of meat in the moslem north, while the south
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relies more heavily on goats, sheep, pork, poultry and fish. Mission's
estimates of present consumption (see Paper 4: Demand and Supply Trends
and Projections) indicate that average nutritional levels in Nigeria are
comparaUle with levels in other major African and South Asian countries,
at an average 1,880 Kcals/day and 48 grams of protein, though this is con-
siderably below FAG/W'HnO requirements of approximately -,240 Kcai/day anu 67
grams/day.

Table 5

Consumption Levels in Various Countries

Kcal/day Protein grams/day

Nigeria /a 1,880 48
Ghana 2,290 46
Kenya 2,080 59
Tanzania 1,950 46
(Bangladesh) 2,020 44)

/a Mission estimate. Paper 4. Demand and Supply
Trends and Projections

Source: Monthly Bulletin of Argicultural Economics
and Statistics, 1976.

Government Programs

32. The government's program to exploit the latent productivity gap
should be evident from its budget. A breakdown of allocated expenditure
on agriculture in the Third Five Year Development Plan and in the 1977/78
estimates, given in Table 6, reveals the tremendous importance given to
formal irrigation schemes operated by the River Basin Development Authorities,
as well as to direct government production schemes, viz:
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Table 6

Government Expenditure on Agriculture by Major Expenditure Category
(N million)

1977/78 Estimates 3rd Plan 1975-1980
(Recurrent & Capital) (Capital only)

Federal States Total % Total %

Extension service
and input supply /a 34.0 89.1 123.1 (16.0) 305.6 (10.0)

Fertilizer purchases - 43.0 43.0 ( 5.6) 313.3 (10.2)
Mechanization .9 33.7 34.6 ( 4.5) 71.5 ( 2.3)
Direct Droduction

schemes 11.1 47.2 58.3 ( 7.6) 432.6 (14.1)
Seed multipication 2.8 18.9 21.7 ( 2e8) 62.9 ( 2.1)
Credit 16.0 11.2 27.2 ( 3.5) 194.9 ( 6.4)
Irrigation 182.4 45.2 227.6 (30.0) 701.5 (22.9)
Training 1.2 15.9 17.1 ( 2.2) 47.3 ( 1.5)
Marketing and Storage 15i4 15.5 30.9 ( 4.0) 73.1 ( 2.4)
Miscellaneous 5.1 13.7 18.8 ( 2.4) 132.8 ( 4.3)

TOTAL CROPS: 268.9 333.4 602.3 ( 78.7) 2,335.5 (76.4)

Livestock 20.3 77.4 97.7 (12.7) 487.7 (15.9)
Forestry 7.6 35.1 42.7 ( 5.5) 135.7 ( 4.4)
Fisheries 8.5 15.2 23.7 ( 3.1) 99.4 ( 3.3)

TOTAL AGRICULTURE: 305.3 461.1 766.4 (100) 3,058.3 (100)

Less Federal grants
to States 12.6

Total (net): 753.8

/a Includes special programs - Operation Feed the Nation (OFN), National
Accelerated Food Production Project (NAFPP), Agro Service Center
Program. s (ASC) and Agr4CUltural Developu,er.t "roLects (ADP).

Data on actual expenditure is scarce, and the mission obtained data for only
three states which revealed tremendous variation between the states. In
1976/77 actual expenditure as a proprotion of budgeted expenditure on agri-
culture was in Oyo State 46%, Kaduna State 84% and Plateau State 76%. In the
albsence o more reliable anu up-to-date information one can only assume that
the pattern of allocations reflects the pattern of expenditures. In 1977/78
Jn% was allocatedu to major irrigation schemes, compared to only 15% for
extension, input supply services and special programs for servicing smaller
iarmers. Training was allocated 2%, compared to 87% ailocated for production
schemes with government agencies directly responsible for management, and
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compared to the 4.5% allocated to mechanization schemes, particularly the
government's subsidized tractor hire service. Such allocations are out of step
with government's stated objectives of social and economic equality because the
vast majority of the farming population is untouched by these programs. This
pattern of expenditure may reflect in part the management and manpower con-
straints being felt throughout the economy, and particularly in the agricul-
tural sector. Irrigation and direct production schemes often lend themselves
to either turn-key operations or capital intensive methods of development that
can be carried out by large contractors and which, during the early stages
of execution, give a false sense of saving on scarce domestic management and
technical resources. Government has also, however, instituted several programs
designed to capture the productive potential of the smallholder. which are
proving to have very ccnsiderable impact. These are discussed in Chapter III.

The Future

33. Food Needs. The mission's estimates are that by 1985 Nigeria's
gross demand for foodstuffs will be 22.6 million tonnes of cereal equivalent,
6.6 million tonnes greater than estimated production. By 1990 this deficit
will have increased to 10.6 million tonnes of cereal eauivalent or 40% of
demand.

Table 7

Projected Supply and Demand for Foodstuffs (Gross)
(millions of tonnes of cerreal euivalent)

T)pm-irnd oTnmestic unpply npfifi t

1975 1'5.3 14.6 0.7
1985 22.6 15.9 6.6
1990 27;4 16.8 10.6

These~ prioretiroTs assumen a 3% gyrowth raqtei of populnt-ion andi a real inconme
growth rate of 2% per annum. Some 15% of the demand is required to compensate
for seed requirements, animal feed and wastage. For this deficit to be filled
by domestic production aggregate domestic production should grow at an annual
compounded growth rate of 4% as compared to the current rate of less than 1%.
(For other assumptions see Paper 4: Demand and Supply Trends and Projections.)

34. Recently two other estimates were made of Nigeria's likely future
food deficit, one by the Intern-ation-al Food Policy RsacInt-ftute (IFPRI?)
and the other by the World Bank's Agricultural and Rural Development Depart-
mntn (ACPwP). As can -en from Table 8 the mis

4
son's est-mates of

Nigeria's future food need are not strictly comparable with the other two
estimates. ThLUe total net food Aefci4tc. it cereal equivalent for Nligeria in
1990 as projected by IFPRI is around 18.5 million tonnes compared to 16.5
milliton tonnes estimated by GRE anA a comparatively lower figure of10.6.J±L. Lion L U ti y t heJ LX m i Some o teL m1- rea-

10.6 million tonnes estimated by the mission. Some of the major reasons
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for varying estimates are inherent in the basic assumptions used by the
three studies. For example as against the missions's estimate of long-run
per capita income growth rate of 2%, IFPRI assumes an income growth rate
of 6.3% and AGREP a low of 2% and a high of 4%. Details are in Paper 4.
para. 26. Despite these differences in assumptions and results, one common
conclusion of all three estimates is that if nothing changes and the present
trend in production continues, the result will be a massive food deficit
for a country that until this decade was self-sufficient in food production.
The implications of this are difficult to determine exactly and require
a detailed knowledge of the overall economy and the linkages between the
different sectors.

Table 8

Comparative Demand Supply Projections for Nigeria
1975-1990

'000 in tonnes cereal enuivalent

Assumption

Required
Source Produc- Supply Annuial

tion Per in base Total Total Compounded
Growth Ponu- Canita vyar Dpmand Suinnlv Production
Rate lation Income 1975 (1990) (1990) Deficit Growth Rate

------per annum--------per annum-

IFPRI /a 0.5 30 6.M 3 17 RQR IA L1L iq nfL 1R 1A L Q

AGREP 7T 0.5 3.03 4.0 16,400 41,900 18,000 22,800 6.4
AGREP 0. 3-n0 2-0 16,400A 3L ,6001 8,100 16,500 5.1
Mission
estimates 045 3=00 2.0 15,721 27 ,402 16,810 10,592 3.8

/ T IFPRT Fd Needs of Developng Countries: Projection of Production
and Consumption in 1990. Research Report No. 3, 1977.

/h IBRD. AGFRP Divison Working Paper No. 13 Towards Greater Food Security
for Nigeria, 1978.

35. It seems likely, however, that if present agricultural production
trends continue this cou'ldL hLave a considlerable effect on thlr e e mia JLr -ar Leas
with implications for the overall economy:

- the balance of payments situation;
U=domestic inflatiUL ad-IU

- GDP growth;

36. Balance of Payments. The projected 1990 food deficit of 10.6 mil-
l1on tonnes ol cereal will have to be imported unless domestic supply is
brought in line with demand as prices increase as food becomes short. Imports
of' this quantity would cost in the order of US$2 Dillion or N.3 Dbillion per
annum in 1978 prices. This would be equivalent to one quarter of the total
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1976 import bill and almost twice the amount now allocated to the agricultural
sector. Unless the appropriate policies and programs are implemented, it is
unlikely that exports of the traditional agricultural commodities such as
cocoa, rubber, and palm kernels which are presently declining, would grow in
proportion to the food import requirements. It is also unlikely that exports
of groundnuts and oil palm will be regenerated because their domestic demand
will continue to expand; in fact, imports of vegetable oil are likely to
continue. Exports of primary commodities are not expected, therefore, to
contribute more than 5 percent of total value of exports and may be less than
1 percent if, as expected, real prices of cocoa fall.

37. Inflation. Food prices are the single most important contributor
to the aggregate consumer price index - a reflection of the fact that in
Nigeria food expenditure accounts for nearly 50% of total household expen-
diture. Between 1970 and 1977, the overall consumer price index (1960 base)
rose by approximately 400 percentage points. Food prices rose by 500% while
other prices rose by only just over 200%. The inflationary consequence of
soaring food prices in developing countries such as Nigeria are far more
serious than for developed countries because of the relatively high proportion
of incomes spent on food, and efforts to stem food price rises could have a
major impact on government's ability to reduce present inflation levels which
have averaged 26% for 1he last three years and show little sign of decline.

38. GDP Growth. The agricultural sector contributes about 25% of GDP
(see End Table 6). This is less than the oil sector which contributes about
30% of GDP, but considerably more than the construction, manufacturing and
general government sectors which contribute less than 10 percentage points
each at the present time. Consequently growth of GDP is sensitive to changes
in growth of the agricultural sector and slow growth in agriculture is likely
to significantly slow down overall economic growth. In addition since the
agricultural sector is linked to other elements of the economy, particularly
the informal and distribution sectors, the extent of growth in the agricul-
tural sector will affect growth in these sectors, and have a direct impact
on the pace of rural-urban migration.

Conclusion

39. Unless action is taken to exploit the existing productive potential
of the agricultural sector, as described in Chapter I, a continuation of
present trends will have serious implications for the overall economy. The
available choices to avert this situation and some of the steps that need to
be taken if the Derformance of the azricultural sector is to iml)rove are
discussed in the next Chapter.
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CHAPTER III

THE REALISATION OF PRODUCTION

Introduction

40. The realisation of procluction increases leading to self sufficie,-ncy
in food and the export of industrial crops will depend on Nigeria first
deciding on an appropriate strategy for tapping the nrodu tiuity reserve of
its agricultural sector, and secondly, on the successful implementation of
that strategy.

Choice of Strategy

41. The development of the crop, forestry and livestock potential in
Nigeria requires further consideration by government in order to establish a
workablp nnd Pffpcrtiup strategy that will meet the objective of sustained
agricultural growth with equity. In considering an appropriate strategy, the
costs of the different ch.oices, thLe technlcal constraints andU the likely
impact of the projected output on overall aggregate production and the dis-
tribution of benefits shiould e reviewed and analyzed.

42he choice in further exploiting the productivity potential of

both annual and perennial crop production is between stimulating the tradi-
tional mainly smallholder 1/ sector, and the development of large-scale
modern capital-intensive enterprises. A secondary decision is whether to
develop crops under rainfed or irrigated conditions.

43. Production from smailhoiders, on our best estimates, makes up about
90%-95% of Nigerian agricultural production. Present schemes to develop
4,000 hectare mechanized farms 2/ in each state, and the expansion of govern-
ment tractor hire units with tractor utilization of about 500 hours/tractor
year can only scratch the surface of the crop production potential. Given
government's manpower and managerial constraints it may seem easier in the short

1/ In this context a smallholder is a family holding 2 to 3 ha but would
include farmers up to 50 ha, who generally follow traditional farming
systems.

2/ It should be noted that the expansion of large scale mechanization
schemes would require highly sophisticated support systems to ensure
adequate output and financial viability. Historical experience
elsewhere in Africa, for instance in Ghana, Zambia and Tanzania,
has been discouraging.
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run to contract out to comercial .or.cerns the tdevelopme nt of such mechlanizeAdC
farms but until the challenge of realising the productivity potential of the
smalIL h-o'l der is squarely -faceA th,ere will b-e no v4sib,le change- incurn

OLIa±L,tJ.ueL .10 oju tcJJ Lat.C I LIL C W.L.L. UC -1 L.OJ.LJ C .LIOL
5

C 1.1 t.L AC

prospects. Our estimates are that there are some 16 million ha under foodcrop
cultivation. anu tLat tctal planned acreage of large scale mechanizedU fdU

production schemes - of the order of 500,000 ha -- will be less than 3% of

thLe cu'LtLvatedU area, ass-umiLg successfu' implementation of all schemes . ILn
addition, if one assumes that all serviceable four-wheeled tractors in 1977
were used exclusively for landU cuLtvatdLon these would on1ly have the potential

to cover around 300,000 ha or about 1.3% of the total area cultivated. The
mechanization program J.s therefore relatively inisigniificant Lirom a production
point of view and shou]d be reexamined in the light of the significant costs
both in terms of funds -- development costs can be four times higher than
under hand cultivation -- and scarce manpower resources that it absorbs.
There would appear to [e no aJ.LernaLive but Lo concentrate on the smallho'lEuer
sector.

44. Most smallho].ders operate under upland conditions. Best estimates
are that some 800,000 nectares or 5% of the land under cultivation is cul-
tivated under small scale traditional (fadama) water control methods; conse-
quently, while there remains considerabie potentiai for expanding this area
and for increasing yie:Lds, investment per ha to realise this is higher than
in rainfed development:, by as such as a factor of ten times. Furthermore,
government has embarked on a series of ambitious large scale modern irrigation
scheines which, if completed, would cover 66,000 hectares. in addition projects
are being prepared thal: would yield a total of 165,000 ha by 1983 and 215,000
ha by 1988. Again this3 potential area is only a very marginal component of
the overall production capability. Furthermore such schemes require rela-
tively heavy investment per tamily and per hectare, and llke the intensive
mechanization schemes (para 43) require significantly superior support systems.
Consequently their economic returns are lower than returns from developing
rainfed smallholder production (See Table 9). In summary, the commitment
to large scale irrigatton schemes should be re-examined in the light of the
impact of the program on overall production. Considerable scarce resources
have been allocated to these government-run large-scale irrigation projects --
in the order of N770 million -- while at the same time the managing agents,
the RBDAs, have drained the state ministries of their most competent technical
staff who are no longer available to work on other more productive programs.
Furthermore, in view of the serious technical problems which the on-going
large scale irrigation projects are facing, largely because of insufficient
preparation, it would be imprudent to expand these schemes until effective
monitoring and evaluation of the existing projects has been established and
the lessons of the first years absorbed. 1/

Forestry

45. Wood is being removed from the forest at a rate in excess of its
natural increment. In 1977,.,total consumption of industrial roundwood
equivalent was 3.1 million m' and was converted mainly into lumber and ply-
wood. Nigeria's presently utilized forest reserves can produce only 1.6

1/ Details are in Paper 6: The Irrigation Sub-Sector paras. 18-23.
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Table 9: Internal Rates of Return for a Range of Investment Alternatives 1/

Range

of Dev. Cost/ Dev. Cost/

Scheme Area/Zone ROR Farm Family 7/ Hectare 7/

N N

Irrigation 2/

Small scale swamp

bottom land development Southern Forest 101-15% 3000 2000

Small scale fadama Middle Belt 157-25% 3000 2000

Mechanized intensive

rice cultivation Southern Forest -5Z-O% N/A 7800

South Chad Irrigation

Project Sahel 0% 42000 10500

Yano River Prolect (Phase I)

without sunk costs until 1978 Sudan 27-3% 6300 5200

with sunk costs up to 1978 4X-S% 8100 6700

Sugar Estates Middle Belt 0%-5t 25000 6/

Mechanized Farms 3/

Private farm Northern Guinea 2257 45000 4;0

Integrated Agricultural 4/

Development ProJects

Gusau ADP Sudan 35% 200 100

Funtua ADP Northern Guinea 62% 200 100

Lafia ADP Southern Guinea 23% 300 300

Ayangba ADP Derived Savannah 46% 100 200

Tree Crop Projects 4/

Smallholder Cocoa
Project Lowland Rain Forest 45% 1800 1600

Smallholder Oil Palm

Project (Imo) 8/ Lowland Rain Forest 25% 6200 3100

Oil Palm Plantation with

Outgrowers (Rivers State) g/ Lowland Rain Forest 16% 9700 3400

Smallholder Rubber
Prolect Lowland Rain Forest 107 5/ 7300 3600

1/ See End Tables 11 to 19 for details. Development costs for irrigation, mechanized farms and ADPs include only infrastructural

costs and not on farm costs, whereas for all tree crop projects they include all costs required to establish and maintain

tree crops to bearing, including the cost of all farm labor. Costs are in 1978 terms, expressed in economic not financial

terms, i.e. adjusting for the shadow wage rate and for the shadow rate of exchange (SCF .65 see para. 79). All costs

are taken from IBRD appraisal reports, updated to 1978 using the following rates which are a composite of domestic (2/3)

and international (1/3) inflation rates:

1972/73 - 18.7% 1973/74 - 14.9% 1974/75 - 32.6% 1975/76 - 9.2% 1976/77 - 23.9% 1977/78 - 20.0%

2/ Details in Paper 6. Irrigation Sub-Sector

3/ Source: Paper 9. Large Scale Farming and Mechanization

4/ Source: updated IBRD Appraisal Reports

5/ Includes intercrop

6/ Includes price of full turn-key operation.

7/ Rounded to nearest hundred

8/ Includes oil mill costs.
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million m on a sustaine(I yields basis, 1/ and only 0.3 million m- is pro-
duced outside the forest reserves. This fact, combined with the probability
that Nigeria's implied consumption of industrial roundwood will increase
rapidly, means that Nigeria will have to establish industrial plantations
or import increasing quantities of roundwood in some form.

46. The rate at which high forest will have to be converted into plan-
tations will depend mainly on the degree to which Nigeria decides to depend
on imports for future requirements of wood-based products. A goal of self-
sufficiency by 1995 would involve the planting of just over 500,000 ha

(33,900 ha/annum) of fast growing species sassuming an annual increment of
20 m per hectare on plantations and 1.5 m per ha in the natural forest).
Details are in Paper 8: The Forestry Sub-Sector paras 10-45. Further re-
search is required on the most cost-effective measures to take.

47. Stumpage rates need to be revised nationally. Stumpage rates should
be equal to the excess profits generated because of the restricted supply of
wood with due recoRnition given to the difference in logRinR costs; between
natural forests3and plantations. Present stumpage rates range from N 2.00
to N 4.00 per m for most high forest species and responsibility for measur-
ing the harvested product is held by the concessionaire rather than govern-
ment. These rates and methods of collection should clearly be revised. The

costs of growing most of the traditional species on plantations would far
exceed those of growing the fast growing Gmelina due to their lonRer Resta-
tion period, and a suggested rate of N 20 per m seems rather modest, espe-
ciallv if it is considered that logs on the free market in Nigeria sell for

N 50 to N 60 per m

Livestock

48. Livestock is an important but relatively minor sector in the Nigerian
economy, accounting for only 5T of the gross value of agricultural production,

and the relevant strategy for this sub-sector has to be based on two factors.
First- therce i9 a serious v7ercgrazing nrnoblem in t-hnoe rpeionns wherp cattle

are currently being produced (see para. 22) and a reduction in herd size is
called for or an increase in land productivity= Second- there appnears to be
an insufficient domestic supply of feed supplement to meet the increasing
n=eeds of thea livsctocklt -ect-or; and 

e
it-her domes-ic ptrodurcntiorin of f1eed mnqt he

increased or vast quantities will have to be imported. This choice needs to
be made inthe context of the comparative advantages of the sector. Thus to
the extent that food and feed products compete for the use of land and other
farm resources, the expansion of feed production may decrease the import of
feed but could result in the need to import more food. Consideration should
also le giver, lo tle advantages of importing feed 'for converslon into live-
.±bk UC ~LV L. LL11 LUd .L~C J LjJ.~~k

stock products in Nigeria vis-a-vis importing livestock products. Clearly
if t_L 'Lte alentv _is c_ _ _eap_r. 4* S_ _A|i_ - s1U 1 A _e pefre to1 th fo-m tLbile LaIC LdLLL a ELLGL L l> iVG iLO z Icxs . > UE\ ;L;L i*JLi SJ .

1/ At least 20 percent of Nigeria's forest reserves, mainly in the south-
west of Lthe country, are stLill untouched uue t o geographical. locat-io

and lack of infrastructure.
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49. Within the limits of the data available (see Paper 7: The Live-
stock Sub-Sector for details) it appears that expansion of domestic beef
production on a commercial basis should be approached with caution on the
basis of a case by case analysis of economic and financial viability. It
would appear that at this stage the soundest approach to livestock development
should be based upon the integration of livestock within a general agricul-
tural development program, improving health control, extension services, input
delivery systems for supplementary feeds and drugs, and improved access to
water and credit. Major efforts will be needed in finding a proper solution
regarding the Fulani livestock owner; and the national farm service institu-
tions will need to be very flexibLe in their relations with these people who
own the maiority of Nigeria's cattle population. Milk production in Nigeria,
under present agricultural techno'Logy, has only limited potential and milk
supnlipe cnn he more inexpensivelv imnnrted than domesrticallv nrodlicer.

Little is known about sheep, goat, poultry and pig production under tradi-
tional nrnceticec and researrh is needJed tn design appropriate systems of

production. In the short run there is potential in improving veterinary
services to combat chick-mortality in poultry and internal nnrai.-ten in nigs.

Rainfed Smnll holldAr Devmoipnment Prnnrnm

50. We have argued that there in a conniderahle productivity reserve

in Nigeria which lies untapped in the traditional smallholder rainfed sector.
Farmorc' resonnce ton stnto nnd federni cchemes where there hnue hben impnrnved

services offered to farmers -- albeit on a limited scale -- clearly indicates

the feasibility of realizing this reserve.

51. The four principal n-rnaramc nof this tynp thaet hnave ben initiatoe
already are: Operation Feed the Nation (OFN); National Accelerated Food
Production Project (NAFPPP; Ag- qr7ro Sri nonters Prnornm (AqCW) nnA Aron-Rncea

Integrated Agricultural Development Projects (ADP). The four programs have
1b,-- to have a conslderable impct, tho-gh, 

4
in the third plan perci-od (1Q7S-Q)

L`L` - L- -- - LvL -- 5A ~~ - -_ - V--- -'-'" I -' /

they were allocated only 4 percent of the agricultural budget: OFN - N 7
mll1-. l-NAPflfl = N ) 13.3 4. 114-. AC - iit..')f flion; -- A Annp Nt-71 .

million. Though it is still too early to measure their impact, it seems
certain that iLLLtey LhLave bLegun to expLi loitUL hte product ivitLy reserve of V he

smallholder.

52. OFN. Operation Feed the Nation (OFN) is essentially a publicity
urive Lo make NigerLianLs and particularly the urban communities aware of tie
national need to increase domestic food production. The program supports
a major advertising campaign, provides a small amlount o funds 'uL ralllULtI
students during vacations and, in addition, has a large program for production
of day-old chicks, and nas school, army, prison and backyard garUen programs.
The OFN secretariat also shares responsibility for the procurement and dis-
tribution of subsidised fertilizer in conjunction witn the fertilizer unit
of the Federal Ministry of Agriculture & Water Resources (FMAWR). OFN's
most significant achievement is that it has made farming respectable again,
after its relegation to a back seat during the early '70s. In addition
imports of fertilizer have increased significantly and much has been done to
advertise its value. However OFN will remain a public relations organization,
having neither the staff nor the authority to become a fully fledged develop-
ment agency.
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53. NAFPP. The National Accelerated Food Production Project (NAFPP)
links the work of the national crop research centers to an extensive variety
trial program on farmers' fields. In order to focus attention on essentials
the NAFPP's activities cover only the principal food crops in Nigeria
namely, maize, rice, millet, sorghum, cassava and wheat. A series of nation-
wide seminars on the concepts of NAFPP have been held and a major contract
given to the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (ItTA) to under-
take adaptive research and planning for the NAFPP. Subject matter specialists
have been hired to advise on training programs, input distribution systems and
the like. Emanating directly from their recommendations is the program to
establish a number of agro service centers, discussed in para. 54. The variety
trial program is carr:ied out at the state level through specially allocated
federal funds and is supported by an input distribution system for complement-
ary inputs such as fer-tilizer and insecticides. In addition, a monitoring
system for evaluating the performance of different varieties is being estab-
lished to ensure feedback to the national research centers. It was originally
proposed that the NAFPP would be established in eight states and at a later
date, once its success had been consolidated, manpower trained. and ineffi-
ciencies in the systemn ironed out, be extended in successive phases to cover
the remaining eleven states. However, due to pressure from states that were
not scheduled to receive the NAFPP until later phases, the project has already
been extended to the whole federation and is consecuently suffering in its
third year from major managerial and manpower problems. While sound in con-
ceDt the logistical Droblems of imolementing NAFPP nationwide have been under-
estimated to the exte-nt that the whole program has been put in jeopardy.
Recognizing the imnlemnentation nrohlem some states; such as Kaduna. nlan to
attack the problem in a concerted manner through an integrated agricultural
develonment nroecrt (4DP)t h-owever the NAFPP has nlearly demonstrated that
crop yields at the farm level can be improved dramatically (see para. 15).
ThiQ is a mnior achipvpmpnt and a noint-er of things that could come if the
concept is properly consolidated through the ADP approach.

54. ASC. The Agro Service Centers (ASCs) are directly linked to, and
are a -art of the NAFPP. They are intended tn funrction na self-fi-ancing
input distribution and crop marketing centers from which farmers can obtain
imnrnxued inn-tsc cisch me csnec fertili7zr and insocticide and to whirh they

can sell their crop produce. Conceptually the ASC program has, in its design,
been highly 4influenced by the uc farm cooperative supply system. The system
if properly planned and managed is suitable for Nigeria's needs. A program
to build- an agro service center in each local governoment headquarters in rho
federation is underuay at a cost of about US$160,000 each, but given the
unreliability of local contractors and the 1lack of control exercised by state

ministries of agriculture on these contractors, coupled with the present
slortages of loca.l funds, thLe program i8n. In addition a cnsier-
able amount of conceptual work and changes in pricing policy need to be
±l1k L LULCU LL. lL_UL e LilanL LIIC LCLL LCL 0tt n t t LULL an OCt L-± LLLO& Lk.L15, Unl-s L* £10

with the NAFPP, the few centers that are completed are suffering from man-
agerLal ar.ud marpower constrairLts in thLe ausence oU a competitive tiring
policy and purposeful training program. The success of the ASC program
is constrained by the lack of complementary infrastructure. For instance,
the dearth of all-weather feeder roads is such that only a smaLl proportion



of the farming population has reasonable access to the centers. In summary,

the ASC concept is sound but to make a cost-effective impact on production,

it must be implemented according to realistic planning, under efficient

supervision and management and, most importantly, established within a system

involving a variety of essential complementary services including extension,

credit, access roads, etc.

55. ADP. The series of integrated agricultural development projects

(ADPs) which were initiated in 1975 at Gusau (Sokoto State), Funtua (Kaduna

State) and Gombe (Bauchi State) are designed to bring the combined concepts

of the OFN, NAFPP and ASC programs to a defined rural population and over-

come, on a systematic basis, the managerial and manpower constraints be-

setting the NAFPP and ASC program. To that end considerable emphasis has been

given to establishing effective organizational structures, management capa-

bility and to training manpower. The ADPs concentrate on providing inputs

such as fertilizers, pesticides and farm machinery; extension and training in

the use of improved farming methods; credit facilities to enable farmers to

purchase inputs; and marketing arrangements to help farmers to obtain the best

price for their produce. Seed multiplication centers and variety trial

programs have been established; training programs for extension officers and

training of farmers through radio, in-house training, and film services have

been initiated; credit is provided directly to groups and individuals;

and farm service centers -- smaller and less expensive versions of the

ASCs -- have been constructed and road access developed to enable supplies to

be brought in and produce to be evacuated so that each farmer is within 5-10

kilometers of the nearest farm service center. In addition a major program to

evaluate the progress of the ADPs has been established which is proving to be

a major aid to implementing present, and planning the development of future

ADPs. Government has begun the ADP program cautiously in order not to over-

extend managerial and manpower supplies. After the first three which were

begun in 1975, the Lafia (Plateau State) and Ayangba (Benue State) ADPs were

begun in 1978. In addition Bida (Niger State) and Ilorin (Kwara State) are

schpduled to beein in 1979 and Oyo North and Ekiti Akoko (Ondo State) are

expected to begin in 1980. At present, government hopes to expand the ADP

concept to all appropriate states in the federation, intensively where in-

creased crop production can justify the expenditure, while in other areas on

an extensive basis. Perhaps one of the most important aspects of the ADP

programs is its close linkage to the newly reformed Local Government Council

system and its dependencv on the latter for local decision making and shared

policy and development planning at a local level. This aspect is to be

intensified in future programs.

56. Wh.ile the analysis of the first three years of the Gusau, Funtua,

and Gombe ADPs has not been completed, there are a number of indications

that these projects have helped smallholders realise much of their potential

and increase their production through the use of improved practices and

technology = technology that has been developed over a number of years and

which was, hypothetically, available to farmers before the projects were

initiated. Experience sho-ws that when a farmer is aware of these new

possibilities and can find a source of farm supplies and can be assured

of a reasonable market, he readily exploits the situation. For example
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fertilizer consumption in the first three years of the projects increased
from about 1,000 tons product to nearly 50,000 tons product. At Gusau
chemical fertilizer coverage has increased from 5% of project area farmers to
64% by the third season, with similar results in the other two projects.
Again at Gusau. sales of ox plough equipment have been so impressive that the
area under oxen cultivation has increased nearly 100%, from some 60,000 ha to
about 120,000 ha. The uptake of improved maize seeds at Funtua and Gombe wns
reported to be phenomenal in 1978. At Gombe the project made available 700
tons of dressed seeds which were immediately bought by farmers who nlanted an

estimated 35,000 ha of improved maize, compared to virtually none the year
hpfnre. More information honu1d 'e fnrthrnming as analysis of the first three
years data proceeds, but a field visit is enough to satisfy the observer that
Qinoni f;rnnt rh:nancc n o tn:lrf nn nlr1 Xn

Recommendations

Introduction

57. In the lighi: of Nigeria's potential, experience and constraints, an
equitable policy of effectiLveC agricultural eveolopment should iL,vole priici-
pally a major effort to plan and implement a series of integrated agricultural
ueve±lopmenIt projects to cover, in time, the eLtLirLe IoedLaLion. It wouLa seem

desirable that livestock development, including the improvement of traditional
cattle production be integrated, -where appropriate, within that approach.
Likewise, integrated agricultural development projects could incorporate
financially and economically justified smaii irrigation scnemes, wnicn, except
for water management, require services such as extension, credit, input
supply, etc., to a simiiar degree as rainfed agricuiture. In those areas
where reforestation constitutes the best use of land, financially and economi-
cally justified forestry plantations should be developed to meet, in combina-
tion with imports, the domestic needs for forestry products. A program
involving the above features is analyzed in Chapter IV. However, to implement
such a program effectively decisions are needed in the following areas:

- Agricultural Institutions, particularly in Policy
Formulation and Analysis, Planning, Monitoring and
Evaluation

- Infrastructural development, specifically
feeder roads and marketing systems

- Agricultural Research

- Pricing and Trade Policy

- Training and Manpower Policies, and

- Agricultural Credit.
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58. Strengthening federal, state and local government authority
organizations to support the ADP/NAFPP approach is of first importance.
It is necessary to rationalize planning, evaluation, policy analysis and
formulation capabilities, particularly within the federal government structure
where three or four separate ministries have overlapping functions with the
result that there is a lack of coordination in policy formulation and strain
in the use of scarce manpower and financial resources. At the state level it
is necessary to re-orient the ministries' functions to provide sound technical
and farm management advice while delegating functions best handled by commer-
cial concerns to the private sector. Until this has been achieved it will be
difficult to ensure that the ADP program is carried out efficiently and where
problems occur -- as undoubtedly they will -- that these are identified and
speedily corrected. It will also make it more difficult to plan and implement
the major investment program that is required to develop rural infrastructure,
particularly feeder roads, market development and market intelligence systems.
Additionally a stronger coordinating body with lines of communiratinn to
activities and problems at the field level would be better able to ensure that
national research efforts are directed at Drioritv areas. In narticular there
is a need to strengthen the link between the national agricultural research
programs and the testing of variptiep at the farm level through adaptive
research. A strengthened policy analysis group is needed to examine Nigerian
trade and pricing policies with a view to improving the expnloittinn of
Nigerian comparative advantages and increasing production through this means
(see para. 20). The supnlv of trainAd manpower needs to be carefully assessed
and appropriate manpower policies instituted and training capacity increased
where necessarvy Finally, while the credit needs of small far.mers can be
administered through the ADPs, the whole question of agricultural credit and
the mechanisms for its supply needs to be examined from an institutional point
of view.

Agricultural Institutions

59. Federal Level. At present, the principal institutions responsible
for administering agriculture are the recently reorganized Federal Ministry of
Agriculture and Water Resources (FMAWR); River Basin Development Authorities
(RBDA); State Ministries of Agriculture and Natural Resources (MANR); Local
Government Councils (LGC); Commodity Boards; Agriculture Development Corpora-
tions (ADC); the National Science and Technology Development Agency (NSTDA);
and Research Institutes. All institutions are interrelated. FMAWR is respon-
sible for proposing state grants to the Federal Executive Council (FedExCo);
coordinating plans; instituting and executing agricultural projects, either
alone or in conjunction with state governments and/or their agencies; and
coordinating activities of RBDAs, which are responsible for water resource,
agriculture and fisheries development in the river basin areas. MANRs are
responsible for planning and executing projects at state level and are meant
to be assisted by LGCs which have responsibility for part of these functions
in their respective areas. Commodity Boards have exclusive responsibility
for exports of the particular commodity which they handle; however, they share
the domestic market with other commercial enterprises. Research institutes,
whose activities are also organized along commodity lines nationally, are
coordinated by NSTDA, a semi-autonomous agency reporting directly to the
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Commissioner of Science and Technology. The ADCs are wholly owned state
government agencies, responsible for developing large scale plantation agri-

culture on a commercial basis and for other ventures of a commercial nature.

In agrictultural planning, the Federal Ministry of Economic Development (FMED)

plays a central role in coordinating state and federal programs primarily
through its rpcnonsibility for preparation and monitoring of the Five Year

Development Plan. The Plan is used as the principal method for controlling

federal and state expenditure once block allocati-ons have been made. As

part of the preparation for the Plan, state ministries have their programs
vetted and approveA by FMED's Central Planning Office. A further mpchqni sm

for Plan coordination is the Inter-Ministerial Planning Committee on which
F'-A'wz an' the FeAeral !'-inistry of Finance are represented. At -resent,

the little plan discipline that exists is exercised mainly through the power

of FrlDD and Finance to wit`hhold loans and grants from those state mi-n isc-t-ries,
that, in the process of project implementation, deviate from prescribed
proceaures. r'rLiw uuas no d14 rect control over state agricultural programs

60. The tremendous expansion of governUment spending combined with the

recent creation of new states, new organizations and the revamping of existing
organizations has, not surprisingly, led to some confusion. 1While some of

the problems of coordination will undoubtedly sort themselves out in due
course, the immediate strengthening of certain links in the structure would

have a major impact on the time it will take for the system to settle in and

be able to support the ADP program. This is particularly so in the areas of

planning, monitoring, evaluation and policy formulation to enable the institu-

tions involved in the agricultural sector to play a guiding and coordinating

role. Additionally the functions and responsibilities of various organizations

overlap at the present time and need to be better defined to avoid duplication,

confusion, and wastage of the limited supply of funds and manpower.

61. A detailed analysis of the functions of the Federal Ministry of

Agriculture and Water Resources (FMA-WR) can be found in Paper 2: The Institu-

tional Framework. paras. 19-25. In summary it would be desirable that the
recently merged FMAWR should emphasize:

(a) planning, coordinating, and evaluation of agricultural
programs, including irrigation schemes under a revamped
Planning Department. This unit would have a policy
analysis and formulation function;

(b) overseeing the collection, analysis, interpretation
of market information and of other data critical to
planning;

(c) administering a team of high level specialists in a
Technical Department, who would advise and support
state personnel. The federal specialists would
principally be located at the four zonal offices.
Associated with these activities should be the co-
ordination and monitoring of the RBDAs and of the

NSTDA agricultural research network and the monitor-
ing of federal projects; and
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(d) manpower development and training.

62. State Level. Most of the state agricultural ministries should
reassess their finnt-ionns and qtrlctnre in order to increase their effective-
ness and make better use of their existing staff. 1/ Over the years the
functions of ministry staff have changed as the ministries have taken on more
and more responsibility for activities they were not set up to carry out.
Thus most staff time is used to administer poorly organized fertilizer dis-
tribution systems, costly and ineifficient mechanized tractor hire services,
and operate vast produce inpecrtinn sstems etco The all-imnnrtant staff role

of providing sound technical and farm management advice to farmers has taken
a back seat. Ideally, as the LGCs take over the function of low level exten-
sion, the state agricultural ministries should give priority to:

(a) planning (including monitoring, evaluation, project
preparato ion), and f ina.ce and b-a - ntrol

()manpower tralning with- emph.-asis on staff and farmer
training;

(c) coordination of agricultural investment projects
undertaken by the states and/or p-arastata agcies;

(d) pprovisiLon ofi specialist technicall adlviLce to TLIs an'
special projects; and

(e) in exceptional circumstances provide those last resort
services thIlat the private sector will LotL prov'ide.

63. Policy Analysis and Formulat'on. A restructuring of federal and
state institutions responsible for development of the agricultural sector
should give particular attention to strengthening the functions of policy
analysis and formulation, planning, and monitoring and evaluation. A good
example of the spin-off from improving this capabilities is the informatLon
generated by the monitoring and evaluation of the first three ADPs at Funtua,
Gusau and Gombe (see para. 56). As a result we can feel sufficiently confident
of the productivity reserve in the smallholder sector, to recommend implementa-
tion of a major ADP program. Without this information and any systematic
record of project activities, the lessons of the first ADPs would have gone
unheaded. A strengthened policy analysis and formulation capability shouid
direct its attention to appropriate pricing policies (dealt separately in
paras. 47 and 78-84) and to the effectiveness of various government programs,
namely:

1/ Details are in Paper 2: The Institutional Framework, paras 28-23.
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- subsidized mechanized cultivation programs,
d- dstribuLtOion systems for fa.m inputs,

- large scale government supported farms, and
- .LaI IUjLVLICI ec1i~=land improvement measures.

6'4. Zuubs-idzeuL Mechanized CultLvatiLVL1 rLUraLsb. We oU LIoL ue.Lieve LlthL

government's policy of providing subsidized mechanized cultivation services to
farmers through its Tractor Hire Units has achieved its objective of increasing
areas under cultivation or of reducing labor bottlenecks on any appreciable
scale. Furthermore, it has been a costly service - see Paper 9: Large-Scale
Farming and Mechanization paras 13-20. In the longer run they undermine
private THUs that charge fuli costs and are more efficient and, if allowed to
expand, could in time service many more farmers than government run THUs will
ever be able to cover, because of their inherent inefficiency.

65. Distribution Systems. If fertilizer and other farm requirements are
to be made available to farmers in sufficient quantities to allow them to
fully exploit existing technologies, a change in the present system of dis-
tribution of improved inputs will have to be made. Effective distribution
systems, operated by the private sector, already exist for such commodities
as bread, tobacco, beer, tinned milk and petroleum products. Nigerian farmers
could well consume 600,000 tons product of fertilizer by 1984 compared to
present estimated consumption levels of around 100,000 tons product - see
End Table 23. To increase availability requires a new outlook oln operating
a distribution system. At the present time the system is managed by exten-
sion officers who have no commercial training and who receive no rewards
for selling fertilizer. A complete transformation is required, whereby an
element of competition is introduced and sophisticated marketing techniques
are used in the distribution and selling of both fertilizer and probably other
farm inputs. Since we do not believe that state ministry of agriculture
personnel are trained in these concepts or are oriented to a commercial
way of life, and given the already strained government manpower situation,
we recommend that the private sector, through retailers and cooperatives,
be encouraged to operat:e the distribution and selling of fertilizer. In
addition the availability of improved seed and planting material should be
increased by supporting seed growers' associations, commercial nurseries and
fostering linkages with foundation seed sources. Commercial farmers are
interested in producing improved seeds and planting materials if given suffi-
cient incentive. This incentive is missing under the current haphazard policy
of subsidizing seeds. Only 5% of the farmers now use improved seed, while
improved seed varieties are suitable for some 50% of the land under crops.

66. Distribution of fertilizer by non-governmental means can be made
while maintaining a subsidized farmgate price. One way this could be done
would be by establishing state depots at which the price of fertilizer at
the storegate is constant throughout the federation. This would mean that
government would have to organize distribution of fertilizer down to this
level or ensure that there is an effective and reliable subsidy reimbursement
schpme to nriuatp concerns. From the state store to the farm; distribution

charges will vary and Earmers must be expected to pay this cost plus an
appropriate profit mrar5in -for suppliers. A sysctem ouild nln ho best up tn



allow cooperatives or a private trading company to operate on a lease basis
the ASCs anidu farm service centers or the ADPs through a management contract
that would ensure that an inventory of various items was always held at
pre-specified price levels, while at the same time allowing the agents to use
the facilities to sell any commodities for which they could find a market.

67. Large Scale Government Farms. There is a doubtful optimism
about the role which large scale government farms can play in reducing
the country's food shortage. These farms are a heavy financial strain on
budgetary resources with over N 200 million (invested or planned) in large
scale farms 1/, and they take up a disproportionate amount of the very meagre
pooi of existing managerial staff. Details on the costs of government run
schemes and the economics of mechanization are in Paper 9: Large Scale
Farming and Mechanization. On the other hand, a corps of entrepreneurs and
farmers is emerging in Nigeria seeking opportunities in production schemes.
These farmers have an important role to play in the rural community in that
generally they are risk takers, willing to experiment with new techniques and
farming schemes. Further, they are prepared to specialize in the production
of improved certified seeds which they can produce at lower cost and with more
reliability than government farms. An example of the potential of commercial-
ized production was seen at Gombe during 1978 when one farmer, when offered
an attractive price, produced 3 tons/ha of seed maize over 80 ha - sufficient
for 12,000 ha of improved maize to be planted in 1979.

68. Land Improvement Measures. At present government does little to
support or encourage the larger farmer, except through subsidized sales of
machinery. No grant or subsidy scheme is in operation to offset and encourage
investments in land improvement measures, and purchased inputs such as improved
seeds and specialized herbicides are barely available. In place of a policy
of direct intervention government should turn its attention to supporting this
cadre of farmers and build on and exploit their latent capacity. A start has
been made in the Funtua and Gombe ADPs where the farm management technicians
offer advice to individuals wishing to farm on a large scale (20-100 ha),
preparing farm plans, surveying land, preparing budgets and acting as an
intermediary with commercial banks. Such a program could be expanded to
other parts of the federation, perhaps through a special line of credit at
the Nigerian Agricultural and Cooperative Bank.

Infrastructural Development

69. In the past the basic traditional marketing structure worked well
and allowed farmers to respond to new or increasing production opportuni-
ties. This situation has changed radically over the past five years. The
extent to which the system has fallen short of requirements can be judged
from the relative performances of the Urban Food Price Index and the index
for all items including food. Over the period 1970 to 1977 the former rose
from 164.4 to 573.0 and the latter from 137.9 to 261.5. Given the proven
ability of Nigeria to produce sufficient foodstuffs for its needs, marketing
deficiencies must have fuelled price increases in the order of 10% annuallv
since 1970 and 30% annually since 1974.

1/ It is possible that part of the investment costs wil1 be met by private
(foreign) capital.
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70. Roads. Development of rural infrastructure has received little
attention during the current development Dlan neriod (1975-1980). With
the rapid improvement of inter-state highways an increasing proportion of the
transport fleet is unsuitable, but nnt un1abl, fnr earth and lic4ghtly surfaced
roads. A large proportion of the vehicle fleet is now made up of trucks with
an axle-weight suitablp fnr inter-state highways but not for feeder roads
where they cause extensive damage. Degradation of both roads and vehicles has
thus accelerated and costs have inrerad. RBy theo onmo token, short-haul work
has become progressively less attractive as average vehicle size has increased
and. in relative tprms, many farmers are less well served than previously,
despite the major investment in trunk roads.

71. The unit cost of moving crops from the producers' village to thefirst stage in tho mnrkoi-ing system are almost inevitably hie-- nthough
- LLm -- -L - - - .- VYLk LUU L

the distances involved are not great--than the costs in transporting them to
thpir final noint rof -nimnt-4n o--___r -e Some information on costs of
the first stage in the process for cotton are available from the Gombe AD?
evaluation unit, where donkeys are the most com only used means of movi--
cotton. Their data shows that moving cotton by motor vehicle -- possible only
where faodar rnoad hav. 1been Adeveloped -- is 1…es tha an othr m_a

-- V~~~ - - £COOLOLCifUIImei a

a third cheaper than donkcey transport, viz:

Table 10: Cost of Moving Cotton from Farm to Market - Gombe Area
MI.1~---- /1._
Ylf Lt%JLLLLIC lull

Donkey N 5.U7
Motor Vehicle N 3.23
Foot N 5.o7
Hand cart N 4.00

Sonrce: Paper 3: Farmer Services and Rural Infrastructure. para. 41.

Concomitant to the economic benefit of the ADP feeder road programs there
has Deen a tremendous psychological boost to their farming communities in
the AD? areas who begin to feel that farming is receiving the attention due to
'Lt. In addition there has been a considerable development in communications
within these rural areas which will pave the way for further changes.

72. Lack of a feeder road inventory by type and condition makes quanti-
fication of actual needs impossibie, but an indication of the extent of the
need for more roads can be gained from specific area studies. A rule of thumb
approach is that in an agricultural smailholder environment the minimum2
feeder and access road requirement is of the order of 110-130 meters/km
Obviously the actual requirement will depend on the proportion of arable
land, area cropped, topography, population density, as well as proximity
of farm lands to major highways. An analysis of the road system in various
ADPs (see End Table 20) shows a road density less than half the desirable
minimum which, in most cases, will only put farmers in the most densely
populated areas within five kilometers of a motorable road. While the
areas are not fully representative of the country as a whole, particularly
as there is no data for the south east, they do provide an indicator as to
the size of a necessary feeder road construction and maintenance program.
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Applying the average additional requirements of 61 m/km surface area and
367 m/km2 cultivated area to national fieures DUtS minimum feeder road needs
between 56,000 and 64,000 km. This would resuit in an annual maintenance
requirement (including estimated existing roads) of around 115,000 kms.

73. Storage. Storage is not a constraint on production in the north-
although in the future it may be so for the larger specialist grain producer.
In the south. storage characteristics of roots and itbhers tend to limit
supply, as does inadequate processing capacity. Present output could result
in more food suinnlv and larger farm earnings if advantAge is taken of the
availability of larger processing capacity, such as those being developed by
the National Root Cron Production Company=

74. Markets. Tncreoasd investment in rural markets, particularly in
major assembly areas where traders should be encouraged to become more per-
manent thrniioch tho nrovision of rtrrf strage m icmunication facilit-ie n-d gener-

ally improved working conditions, would indirectly encourage the smallholder to
pr,onu,ce fonr tho mrkert.6 Market f4cilities in trho -ua areas are customarily

very rudimentary and usually only comprise a series of covered stalls; durable
construc-tion materials such as concrete are seldom used, floor areas are

generally compacted earth, while running water and sewerage facilities are
non-existent.
75r,. A continuation of Ile significant rural=urban sht woull lave a

f .JL_ .nu LUI S ILLC 0 L.LOUC J.~.a itL~L 01.. .. W U ILae 

considerable impact on the amount of food that will have to be moved into
the urbUan centers andu on tLhIe types oUf Lfoodu dUeman[ . Ceonsequent'Ly thLere is

a need for improvement in urban marketing systems. The mission estimates
that by 1990 there will be 23 million people living in Nigeria's 31 major
urban centers and of these 15 million or 13% of the total population will
hlave a significantly different and reLLatLvely 'moduern' dULetary pattern.
Over the past few years, demand for convenience food, such as instant yam
flour, bread, imported rice, etc., has grown very much faster than demand
for traditional foodstuffs as a result of the large build up of urban centers
and urban family incomes. On the basis of urban income elasticities of
demand and projected urban growth rates (see End Tables 4 and 5) 20% of total
consumption requirements or 5.5 miilion tons of cereal equivalent will be
required by the urban population.. In tonnage of actual produce this is
roughly 10 million metric tons, an increase by a factor of five over that
present urban populations' consumption. In effect the marketing systems that
serve the major urban centers will have to carry five times more produce in
1990 than they did in 1975 if demand levels are to be satisfied. Implications
of this are that unless marketing systems are improved, urban poverty will
become more acute and, since the easiest means of filling this demand will be
to rely on imports as most of the urban centers are closer to the coast than
the major grain producing areas in the north of the country, the productive
potential in the country will be neglected.

76. Market Intelligence. Lack of information is frequently given as
a reason for poor market performance. Without standard grades, weights and
measures accurate information is impossible. In the present situation price
data collected by federal and state representatives in the same market can
vary not only in absolute terms but also in the direction of change. The
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information nroh1onm As not only nnnfEndA to-n nrprlcs, bt1 rcrovrc tho wThno

spectrum from planning intentions, planted area and seasonal expectations
through to harvested quanrtities and disposals . M.aking real progress in

market development will be impossible until timely and reliable data are
made w4iely -tnailable 'rho creotionn of n croAeibl infnrmnaionn serv,ico will

do far more for farmers and the agricultural sector as a whole than any system
of support prices or govern-ment invrolvement in the actual marketing, process,
since it will increase the farmer's confidence in the market mechanism, reduce
h; a n-_ 0 - ho4-o 4-.

1 0
nA,o,-in 4:> _on ih_-bob, bn,-m-oa hA

0
c ra;A1l1 nonac,a

-is-iA V1 chances o beingL115 LC-Can L CI Vanlage Of a IlI I L U ) A-tiLL CCOL i C W llLsC iA

to produce a marketable surplus. For example Gombe ADP runs a radio program
that- keeps farmers awhare of thne open-Ing - csgf coiton norUots 0an

reduces the risk that the farmer will arrive at the market with his cotton,
wh4ih t,akoes time anA costs money to I-ransport, only to find the market-

apparently closed and an LBA only willing to offer him a reduction on the
official proAu.er prici-e to 'av-oiA' hi,> bav-no t-o ik-a seconA ti-n Ti-

is therefore recommerLded that a market information service should be estab-
L4-e&CC A LACLA) S L pr-lui .11A-

5
CL tal CA 4tl CIACI WA-L CiVlO- )1Coml--itIIAlished, probaby by te Ngra n Grains Board, wit emphai n mllnme

of the more critical crops.

Agricultural Research

77. Whatever the degree to which the productivity reserve remains
unexpoited there remains much work to be done in Adapt-ing technologies aval-

able elsewhere to Nigerian conditions and finding new and improved technologies
that will continue the expansion in produAtion that should be fortnrhcoming From

a wholesale approach to the ADP program. For example, the Funtua ADP used the
recomoenAations of T 1D on cotton planting. In the project's second season

rainfall was so poor that IAR's recommendations were inappropriate and had
they been followed woulA have mAisled fa Cmaers Anto making an expenanve ninest-

ment in spraying for which there was no possibility of a respectable return.
To m 4e en,4-oa-l cAro res i eAr .-n -_eners more repons iv i-o problAms et frm

level it is critical that a formal link be established between the national
crop researcb centers and +a-'e t-al -ork at i-be 1armr level. At the

present time Nigeria's research program is allocated the equivalent of 10% of
the national budget for agriculture and employs one third of all professional
agricultural staff, yet results are meagre. The NAFPP represents a major
start at re-nriont4ing the natio-al institlutes' research programs to make them
responsive to adoption problems at the farm level. The national research
inorir.tnrn hnno7 n nnrnbor of onh~-ct-±t-innc Yh-inlh n-ra in eanornl nonrlv crtnffod1institutes have ~~a number of ----stations which --- in general poory -stffe
and poorly maintained. A network of variety trial programs is carried out at
tha ct-nta level iunAor inciifficiontr siupervJiczJnn The merhnnirc of the feedhack

system involving analysis and interpretation of these field trials functions
noorlv nnA mansn to imnrou trhe offoetiveoncss of rho link botrweon tho vnrietv

trial program and the national institutes to ensure that they become more
resnoncivu to farmers' problems is critical to the doevlonment of a ninpline
of technology appropriate for stimulating crop production. It is recommended
that initially at least, an agricultural technology d---lop-n-nt e tation he
established in each of the four major ecological zones of Nigeria to act as a
formal link h-twnon tho ctnto trinl progrnma and the nationna inZrir,utps- n2
has been foreseen int the third phase of the NAFPP. Within these stations
staff of the different crop-specific institutes wou ldi wnork tnogther under a
single director to test technical packages acceptable in the farming condi-
tions of their respective zone. A system to evaluate farmers' adoption
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practices is being established through the ADPs and this information should be

useU at tLile UdVeJJveUlopment L sLations lo sLructure anA test recommendAations Lo i

with prevailing cropping systems. At the same time the management and techni-

cald competency of[ state mini[stry staff sbould UUe enhI'antcedU to ensure thLLatI tLLLIe

variety trial program is properly carried out and results reported in a timely

fashion.

Pricing Policies

78. A revision of subsidy policies is needed (a) to encourage an
economic pattern of production by reflecting better the economic value of a

crop to the country in its producer price, wnicn in turn shouid be Dased on

a better exploitation of comparative advantages, and (b) to increase the

availability of improved inputs, such as fertilizer, which are constrained

by the limited budget funds available to pay for subsidies and the lack of

any margin to cover distribution charges and profit margins of suppliers.

79. Prices for crops that have an effective producer price, namely

cocoa, rubber, oil palm, groundnuts and cotton should be adjusted to better

reflect their estimated economic value. The possible extent to which
prices could be increased without subsidizing the producer, in economic
terms, is given below 1/ 2/:

Seed Palm
Cotton Kernels Rubber Cocoa Groundnuts
-------------------N/tonne------------------

Producer Price 330 150 365 1,030 275

Economic Value 446 127 700 2,058 527

Percentage Change +35% -15% +92% +100% +92%

In the case of rubber, cocoa, and groundnuts the difference between the
1978 producer price and economic value is glaring.

80. Input Prices. There are two reasons for changing the present sub-

sidy structure for fertilizer and other inputs. The first is that the subsidy

distorts the relationshiD between Drivate and social prices. The financial
price of improved seeds, fertilizer, tractor hire units and land clearing

services; and interest rates, are such that the cost of the input to the

1! There nre 9trong indications that the Naira is overvalued and so it
is necessary to express the cost of subsidies in economic terms to
assess the -hrn-nn-m-ir cost of t-he various subsidy Drograms as opposed
to the financial cost. To do this it is necessary to make a judge-
ment on the longer term value nf dnmestic currency in border nrices.
Derivation of this value is difficult in Nigeria because of lack of
data arnd the dualistic nature of the econnnmv The mission adonted

a standard conversion factor of 0.65 (reflecting an overvaluation
o, th,e na-ira in US$1 tr.mc by Stil) tn connert t-he vunine of items

expressed in domestic prices into border prices, as the current
bes' estimate of the long ter.mi situation.
Lia L C L.LALI LAIL .

2/ S'.~ee Paper 1: Financing of the Agricuiltural Sctor far Aaf-ilcs
Dee rapeL I. * £±Iultura -L----L- --- -------

Calculation of the economic value is based upon the 1978 world

market value.
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farmer does not refleci the true economic value of the input to the economy.

This can lead to an uneconomic allocation of resources at the farm level; the

common practice of applying fertilizer to traditional varieties of millat and

sorghum being an example, since neither are sufficiently responsive to fertil-

izer to give an economLic relurn. Furthermore subsidi4ztio. of machinery coqts

makes labor appear relatively more expensive than it is, which encourages

farmers to use capital intensive methods of production, even thnouh farm

machinery is commonly used only very inefficiently.

81. In view of the desirability to expand the economic use of fertilizer

(see para. 65) the most important effect of the subsidy on fertilizer is that,

because of its drain on the budget, it restricts fertilizer supplies: the

subsidy already amounts to almost 5% of total federal and state expend itire on

agriculture. If fertilizer use increases as projected in End Table 23 the cost

oL tLe subsidy program would increase to N 100 million by !985 and to N 200 be

1990, which represents 24% of the total present transfer of resources to

the agricultural sector through budget allocations and subsiidv schemes (see

End Table 21 for details of the cost of subsidy schemes) and is probably not

supportable nor Justified.

82. An important area of nolicy analyvsi that should be undertaken by

federal government is the review of input price subsidies to reflect the

economic value of inputs better, particularly of long term investments in land

improvement schemes such as fencing, gully control measures, water, farm

storage, etc. The introduction of grants for such items should be considered

to encourage farming systems that enhance the value of that land rather than

the present subsidy system that effectively encourages 'mining' of the land

and leads to ecological problems such as soil erosion. Judicious use of input

subsidies4 can have aaor imnact on the form of development that Nigeria will

experience over the next decade, since the larger farmer, who is concerned

primarily with the short term, will not find it worth his while to make those

improvements in his land that are necessary to maintain production in the

longer run. To subsidize ip to 50% the capital cost of tractors which, if

misused, can cause serious soil erosion problems appears less desirable than

to subsidize the cost of fencing which is needed to protect gulleys and will

over time lead to the development of a water shed management system which will

protect the productive capacity of the land.

83. The need for producer prices for crops for which a government agency

is not the only buyer should also be carefully assessed. This, however, begs

a fundamental question about the role of the commodity boards. A redefinition

of the role of the commodity boards is required that recognizes the limitations

and futility of their getting involved in day-to-day activities which cannot

anyway influence the market. There is an urgent need to develop a long term

pricing policy, refleci:ing the relative importance of each group of crops in

national development strategies. The absence of a marketing plan for the

boards means that there is no overalL structure within which the responsibil-

ities and activities of individual Boards can be structured. There is no

development rationale for the boards and no clear differentiation between

administrative and stabilization functions. As a result, boards operate in a

vacuum and their pricirng policies are inappropriate, the most glaring of which

is the operation of a producer price for traditional staple food crops that

have always been handled efficiently by the private sector.
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Trade Policy

84. Unrestricted imports of wheat, rice, feed maize, and frozen meat
at an overvalued exchanged rate have undercut domestically produced commodities
and discouraged domestic producers. For instance, at the prevailing rate of
exchange, local costs of paddy production are estimated to be about n 300/ton
of paddy with family labor fully costed, while the farmgate price of imported
rice i's bout A 200/ton (see En Tauble 9). VurtleLmore import0 offrozern meat
have been subsidized at 40%, at a cost of over N 35 million in 1977. The
government has recently introduced a licensing system and increased tariffs to

stem the flow of agricultural commodity imports. It is too early to tell
whethLer quantitative restrictions can ue effectively administered to restore
the competitive position of domestic producers. However, unless the government
sees fit to revse thLe exchange rate in the context or its overall monetary
policy, these can be no alternative to import restrictions of some sort.

Manpower Policies and Training

85. Action is needed to establish manpower development policies to
help improve the capability of the government staff required to support the
ADP program (see Paper 5: Agricultural Manpower 1975-1990: Issues and
Prospects). Improved training facilities are required and better work incen-
tives. Each ministry of agriculture and the commodity boards use of different
categories of staff should be reviewed. With better organization far better
use could be made of existing staff. For example when the Ayangba ADP was
starting up forty redundant produce inspection officers were found in the
project area who were quickly transformed into trade assistants to sell
fertilizer and increased sales from 200 tons the year previous to the project
to 4,000 tons in the first year. At the present time, extension staff are
thinly spread over the federation, in a ratio of 1:2,800 farmers. Where other
services are available, such as input delivery systems, a ratio of 1:500
farmers is probably desirable.

Credit Mechanisms and Flow of Funds

86. Credit may be an important ingredient in encouraging and assisting
farmers to adopt new technologies. However, until such time as Nigerian
farmers are encouraged to invest in more capital-intensive measures, with
particular regard to investments in the land, the scope for specialized term
lending will remain somewhat limited. Furthermore, it would be clearly im-
possible for any banking institution to reach the majority of small farmers
individually. Some form of on-lending agency is essential to shift farmers
from small individual units into groups offering economies of scale. Past
experience has shown that a uniform system of grass roots organization can-
not be prescribed: in some areas a formal cooperative structure may prove
viable; elsewhere, this may involve private intermediaries such as con-
tractors who could offer the added service of transporting the farm inntits
to the farmer; alternatively a loose affiliation of farmers who bulk their
input requirements in resnonse to bulk incentives may prove most suitable.

87. From a development standpoint, there are a number of implications.
Every opportunity should be taken to provide real incentives to farmers to
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group together and bulk t:heir requirements; this could take the form of

attractive discounts on :inputs ordered in bulk, or stinulated minimuml

volumes before credit terms will be entertained. In the past, government

policy has tended to offer all services at the same terms, down to the very

smallest farmer, thus removing the very incentives on which viable group

i-ormatiLon must lbe foundedl.

00 MA(DD. The Nieza Agricultur.al and Cooperative Bank wasmincr-

porated in 1972 to enhance the level and quality of agricultural production

througn the liberaizatiio 0 ofI credit Lo faLmers. As a commercial nstltu-

tion, however, it deals with a special class of client, including state

governments or state ins-itutions, who can on=lend to farmers against a

state government guarantee of repayment, and individual farmers providing

they have adequate security to cover the lull value of the loan. Hlowever,

the effectiveness of NACB has been hampered by its lack of funds, the interest

rate policy, and its own conservative approach to the adequacy of security it

requires on its loans. Government policy on interest rates on loans of NACB

is that loans for farm production should be made at 5% and tLose iLor marketing

at 7%. These rates are well below commercial rates, and very considerably

below the cost of credit in the informal sector, and the estimated opportunity

cost of capital of approximately 10%. Interest rates for lending by NACB and

by other governmental agencies should be revised, at least in line with

commercial bank rates and subsequent on-lending rates should be structured

so as to ensure a spread sufficient to cover administrative costs.

89. The commercial banks, by virtue of their structure and branch

network, are better equipped for personal contact with small scale borrowers

than NACB. The commercial banks also have the very special and important

role of promoting banking habits and encouraging rural savings. They are

actively seeking investment opportunities in the agricultural sector and

funding is not believed to be a constraint. Consequently there is little

relevance in providing further financial incentives to the commercial banks,

such as re-financing arrangements for agricultural loans when the real con-

straints lie at the farm level and will only be relieved by providing better

and more wide-spread development services to farmers.

Conclusion

90. Early attention to the above will increase the possibilities of the

ADP program taking off and the productivity potential being realized which

should transform the agricultural sector into a booming sector growing at

3%-4% a year. Tentative details of such a program and some of the necessary

steps to support the program are discussed in Chapter IV. One major opera-

tional constraint remains, however, which is the reliability and flow of

government funds. If a satisfactory development strategy is to be achieved

significant changes will be required by federal and state authorities in

their respective responses to the provision of funds in a timely and adequate

manner. With increasing pressure on government budgets a far closer scrutiny



by finance officials is required of the allocation of budgetary funds.
Currently ministry of agriculture budgets have to carry investment costs never
originally intended. Thus feeder road development costs should normally be
allocated from the budgets of the ministries of works or local government;
farm credit should be funded through the national and commercial credit
agencies; the cost of input distribution should be covered by the commercial
private sector and ultimately the consumer; tractor servicing should be
undertaken by private garages and not government workshops. Government
authorities must appreciate that the timeliness and dependency of funding is
essential - particularly in farming communities where the weather waits for no
one - if satisfactory and sustained programs are to be properly developed. A
more appropriate allocation of funds should lead to a more efficient use of
the available manpower. Much of the able and talented Nigerian manpower is
located in the private sector, which is currently excluded from agriculture.
If more non-government funding sources and agencies were utilized, the pres-
sure on government manpower would be considerably reduced.



CHAPTER IV

ME ACrTIA nnnnnRAL

91. This chapter outlines a program for the period 1978-88 through which
Nigeria could realize the latent production possibilities of the smailholder
community and achieve a rate of agricultural growth of the order of 3 to 4
percent. This program would involve the execution of a major regional agricul-

tural development program, complemented by national and crop specific programs,
supported by technical assistance in key areas. The general features of the
program are listed below.

I. REGIONAL AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

The purpose of these projects would be to directly
increase annual crop and livestock production and create
a base for long term agricultural development, modelled
on the ADP approach, in the zones north of the forest
belt. Additionally, government should expand the ADP
approach to support programs to service farmers growing
both tree and food crops in the tree crop areas on a
zonal basis. Such schemes should incorporate improve-
ments in: rural infrastructure, particularly feeder
roads; market structures and improvements in the local
marketing system; low cost water control systems;
in some instances health; training facilities and
man-power development programs; assistance in strengthen-
ing and reorganizing existing institutions, including
Local Government Councils; and in small scale processing
plants.

II. NATIONAL AND CROP SPECIFIC PROGRAMS TO SUPPORT

(a) strengthening of the adaptive research program to
reflect farmers' requirements (para. 77);

(b) improvements in the marketing of foodstuffs through
the development of storage and processing facili-
ties, market structures, and marketing intelligence
and information systems (paras. 73-76);

(c) strengthening of the farm input distribution system
by imnrovin2 the management of the ASC programs
within each state, including the involvement of
the commercial sector (Dara. 66);

(d? nationnl credit nrograms through federal. state and

commercial finance institutions to service the long
term credit needs of the ATnPc (particularly of tree

crop farmers)and special nationwide schemes to service
a limited number of specin*arlized commercial farmors

(para. 86-89);
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(e) forestry development programs covering a number of
states with the objective of establishing a forestry
industry capable of meeting the requirements of pulp,
sawntimber, and fuel (paras 45-47);

(f) estate production of palm oil, cashew, and possibly
rubber as a medium to encouraging smallholder
production. In areas of low population density and
high productivity, financing of commercial plantation
schemes linked to outgrowers would be appropriate;

(g) irrigation - a cautious approach is perceived in the
arid areas of the far north, where some level of irri-
gation may prove to be a necessity for improving farm
incomes.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

The government should seek technical assistance, primarily
at federal level, in the areas of training, planning,
policy formulation, and processing and analysis of
data critical to the planning function.
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Regional Agricultural Development Projects

92. Timing. It should be possible, bearing in mind the limitations of

finance, to initiate ADF programs in all states, bar Lagos, during the next

decade, thereby bringing the impact of the NAFPP and Agro Service Center
Program within reach of virtually all farmers in the Federation. The actual

phasing would depend on many factors, including the speed and quality of

project preparation, the problems identified during preparation, the enthu-
siasm of the federal and state governments, their willingness to allocate

budgeted funds to the support of ADPs, and the availability of technical

assistance and foreign exchange.

93. Costs. A very rough approximation of the costs of such a program

is detailed in End Table 22, based on experience at Gusau and Funtua ADPs. At

no time would total annuLal costs (exclusive of fertilizer costs but including

existing state operating expenditures in agriculture that would be included in

the program) require more than 50% of that presently allocated to the agricul-

tural sector. External financing of the foreign exchange component of such a
program 1/ would reduce government's immediate contribution. However, this

would be partly offset if government continued the present fertilizer subsidy

rates. An even rougher approximation of the possible expansion of fertilizer

use under such a program is shown at End Table 23. These figures are not

based on a detailed analysis and may be out by a factor of one half to three.

The estimates,.however, serve the purpose of demonstrating the order of

magnitude of future subsidy bills. At today's prices the fertilizer subsidy

bill may well run as high as N 200 million/year by 1990 if present subsidy
rates are maintained. This is 25% of the total transfer of resources to the

agricultural sector through budget alLocations and subsidy schemes. However,

even at this high rate of subsidy the cost of the new strategy to the govern-

ment, if a one third contribution is made by external sources to project costs

and inrrPmental fertilizer; would probably not exceed N 360 million (1978

prices) in a peak year (see Table 11). This is only 45% of the present

budgeted transfer of re zources to the agricultural sector.

Table 11. Cost of New Strategy Program to Government
(millions: 1978 prices)

1978 A971) 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Government
Cost (N) 33 27 70 161 213 261 300 292 317 362 351 342 322

External
Source (N) 16 12 29 71 91 108 117 105 107 117 101 86 68

(US$) 25 18 45 109 140 167 181 161 165 180 156 133 104

I/ AssumeA t,. o bhe one th4r- of nross cost, or about 40% of net incremental

costs.
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The proposed program would provide the basic infrastructure and the means to
exploit the productivity reserve of 90% of Nigeria's farming population. A
crude ratio of fertilizer use to cereal equivalent output of 1 ton product to
3 tons of grain indicates that such a program could, simply through the in-
creased use of fertilizer, produce an additional 4-5 million tons of cereal
equivalent which represents between one third to nearly one half of the pre-
dicted food gap.

National and Crop Specific Programs

94. Research. The development and adaptation of appropriate technology
needs strengthening (para 77). Research is a time consuming and unpredict-
able activity. Consequently, there is a considerable lag between investment
in research and the availability of new and appropriate technologies. The
national program could be strengthened through implementation of Phase III of
NAFPP beginning with the establishment of four zonal agricultural technology
development stations at which the work of the national institutes would be
integrated into acceptable packages of improvements for farmers in each
ecological zone. The national research effort as an integral part and key
component of the strategy proposed in this report and for this reason it is
vital that necessary support to the national network is made available as soon
as possible.

95. Marketing. Nigeria once provided a classic example of the effec-
tiveness and benefits of a sound marketing strategy in which farmers had full
confidence. Lately, this has broken down because a rigid and now in part
unsuitable system has been maintained during a period of considerable change.
Improvements all through the marketing system are required (paras 73-76).
There now exists considerable scope to improve processing of tubers: this
is being undertaken through ADPs. Larger processing plants for palm oil,
and marketing and processing arrangements for cotton could prove opportune
for external financing as would large scale storage facilities. Underlying
the whole marketing structure is a need for carefully thought through policy
formulation and the development of a market intelligence and information
system. Government should seek assistance in this area with a view to
arranging the provision of technical support to the Grains Board for develop-
ment of a market intelligence system, and to the Technical Committee on
Producer Prices (TCPP). The TCPP, made up of representatives of Federal
Ministries and the Central Bank, advises the Price Fixing Authority on all
matters dealing with the commodity boards. At the present time, technical
innut to TCPP is nrovided by the Research Committee of the Central Bank:
this could benefit from strengthening in trained manpower and analytical
techniques, nnrticuilarlv thnos that relate farmers' eosts of nroduction to
producer prices. Government should explore the possibility of developing
wholesale markets in mainr iurbhn cpnterq linked to surplus nrnodctinn hinter-
lands. The implications of present urban growth rates for food distribution
systems (para. 75) need to be carofully studieid

96. 041 Palm, Pubber and Ca-shew Estates. WThere apropriate, novernment
should finance the expansion of ongoing oil palm estates, the rehabilitation
of rubber and other oil palm estates and the development of new estates
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in areas of low population density. Efficiently managed estates have a role
to play in stimulating improvements in the quality of production and In
providing cost effective processing plants, and other support services that
can serve outgrowers arid smailholders in adjacent areas. In addition cashew
plantations are of considerable benefit to badly eroded soils.

97. Forestry. Since the natural increment of the indigenous forest
is very low and will never meet the annual wood demand, increased wood pro-
duction will have to come from plantation development using fast growing
species. Projects shotuld be supported that directly increase wood produc-
tion, including sawnlogs in the forest zones, and fuelwood and building poles
in the savannah regions (paras 45-47). In addition, the feasibility of
shelterbelt programs in the north should be carefully assessed.

98. Irrigation. The government should approach cautiously any further
involvement in the financing of new large scale formal irrigation systems,
particularly those outside the arid northern zones, in contrast to the develop-
ment of low cost water control schemes that should be included in appropriate
ADPs. There has been a massive investment in the capital structure of a
number of large scale formal irrigation schemes and unless appropriate action
is taken, these investments could prove to be disappointing - indeed in some
cases, productive land will be permanently put out of production.

99.. Credit. The performance of the Nigerian Agricultural and Coopera-
tive Bank should be strengthened, both financially and technically, to enable
it to realize its potential as a major development agency. This, however,
will be dependent on a revision of the present interest rate structures. In
addition means should be supported to assist commercial farms -- either
individuals or groups -- with term credit to stimulate long term land imnrove-
ment practices (para 68).

100. Livestock. I]n the future it is probably desirable that government's
support to the sector should emnhasizing livestock develonment actions in the
context of ADPs and a national credit project (paras. 48-49).

Technical Assistance

101. Planning and Policy Formulation. Data sources and planning skills
are elementary in Wigeria; and little systematic nnlirv analysis and form,ila-
tion is undertaken. Serious consideration should be given to improving
Nigeria's skills in these areas. Monitoring, evaluatinn and planning capa-
bilities are being built up at the state level through ADPs but much more
needs to be done at the federal level. The need for improved services irn
the restructured Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Water Resources is
critical for proner coordination with Federal Ministries of Finance, Economi.
Development, the Cabinet Office, the Central Bank, and FedExCo; as well as
between the federal and state organizations responsable for the administration
of the agricultural sector. It would now be appropriate for the government to
seek assistance to 4ipLove the system and tLe data base 'or ptannIlng. A start
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has been made in the setting up of a division of the Federal Department of
Rural Development in Kaduna, which is for the first tim providing timely
empirical evidence on which informed policy decisions can be made.

102. Training. Lower level staff training can be handled at the indi-
vidual ADP level However, there is a need for speclilized middle and senior
management staff training which has to be centrally located. This is the
purnose of the Ag-ricultural a-d Rural Management Train'ng Institute 'ARINIUM)
to be funded through a World Bank Group loan. At a future date, it may be
necessary to expand the operations of A IDII to a second campus. In addition,
the need for agricultural trade centers; agricultural education courses in
agricultural colleges and universities and faculties of agriculture; and
training institutions to fill manpower gaps in animal husbandry, agricultural
education, irrigation engineering and a n-umber of vocations, in particular,
farm machinery and vehicle maintenance and repair, should be carefully
considered.

103. Feasibility Studies. Implementation of the proposed ADP strategy
and associated projects will require considerable preparation before invest-
ment decisons can be taken. -onsiderable attention should be given to
building up the capacity of indigenous local consulting firms, in partnership
with experienced international fiLUs or as sub-contractors and later as
principal contractors. The first tranche of technical assistance for this
purpose has been included in the Ilorin Agricultural Development Project
financed by the World Bank.

Conclusion

104. The program discussed in this chapter to exploit the productivity
reserve ofL the tradULtional smailnoider sector is, from a technical and finan-
cial view point, well within Nigeria's capability to implement. To carry it
tlhrougn would require a firm commitment by government to reassess its spending
priorities and conceivably cut out the periphery activities to which it
presently allocates an inappropriate amount of time, finance and scarce
management skills, and to concentrate on the essentials of the program.
Implementation of this program would bring substantial benefits both to the
economy as a whole and to the rural population in particular. Nigeria has a
tremendous opportunity now to use its oil wealth to bring about a transforma-
tion of its agricultural sector and release the potential within it. It will
be a slow process but one that cannot be short circuited and can only be put
aside at great cost. Where requested, the Bank Group should assist in this
bold venture, subject, of course, to conditions prevailing at the time.



NIGERIA

AGRICULTURAL SECTIOR REVIEW

BALANE Of' PAYM4ENTS)

(N Million)

19,70 1971 19T2 A9 3 1974 1975 19716

Curr ent Account
E:zport s; Oil 517 981 1136 2006 5671 4766 5918

Non-Oi.l '374 364: 251 364 43L,i 350 425
T-prts: 0s 52 51 45 141 52 1l? 91

Non-Oil 666 1009 914 1162 i6z.4 351il 495o0

Trade Balance 173 285 478 11657 'amo 1487 1302

Net Non-factor service Payments: Cil -81 -114 -140 -210 -2?53 -259 -242
Non-Oil -75 -77 -102 -2(97 -941 -9314 -995

Net factor PayzLents Received: Oil -220 -320 -390 -4415 -308 -321 -318
Non-Oil -1.12 -110 -155 -1'56 - 6f J149 +*125 

(Inte.rest on excternal reiserves) () (- () ( (16) (98) (25'5) (241)

Net Transfers 45 2 -j1.' -35 -C2 -79 -92

Bal]Lnce oDn Current Accront -270 -33b -323 53 2809 1,3 -220

Capital Account
Direct Investmcnt: Oil 839 109 196 116 1136 210 156

Non-C'il 94 129 1C2 71 *-4 '0 92

Other Private 82 130 -64 7 653 6 5 0

tNet Official: Oil - - - -51 - 50 -46 -200
Non-Oil 4 31 36 3 54 -1860 -314

Allocation, of 'DR 12 10 10 - -

Changes in Reserves
a addition) -59 -128 -39 -1714 -3102 -110 225

E;rrors and Omissions 47 55 4 -23 46 -22 :31

Source; 1970-1974, Central Bank of Nigeria; 1975-1976, Mission EscinwILtes ba.se( on proviSio0TaI :caca rrom
the Central Bank.



NIGERIA

AGRICULTURAL SECT'OR REVIEW

QUAiTITY, VA]LUE AND AVERAGE UNIT VALUE OF MAJOR EXPORTS

coHMoDrirf 1nlt of
Q,-n Ity 0u..L1ar In l'1* Alvl.t. (N Mlilli-) A-,verg Ul" V.lW.

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 19764' 1971 19i12 (973 1974 1975 1976I/ 1971 1972 I973 197 11175 1976-

12r,..odno. o./11 136 106 199 310 1.6 24.2 1.9.1 *5.5 6.8 - .2 177.9 180.2 228.1S 2241.7 - 123.0

Co--d-L Oil 43 40 111 24 * - 12,8 10.9 23.6 11.4 - .2 297.7 272.5 212.6 481.1 - -

Gr--nd-L Cake 100 99 135 31 6.7 28.7 6,.8 5.9 18.0 4.8 .6 3.4 68.0 59.6 133.3 152.8 89.6 118.9

C e.. r ' 271 228 211 18D 191.6 220.0 143.2 (11.1 112.4 159.0 181.0 218.9 528.4 643.4 532.7 883.3 144.7 960.1

C o-o RLLer 8 10 11 11 9.2 5.9 6.2 10.1 15.0 21.0 20.4 14.5 1,025.0 1,010.0 1.363.6 2.282.6 1,717.4 2.057.6

D00-er Co,o- Prod-Lne 9 8 16 13 10.0 5.7 2,2 2.1 5.6 5.9 *.5 .9 244.4 262.5 350.0 453.8 .650.0 859.7

41.
P-i1role.., Cr-d. 011 71,699 85,860 94.302 96.437 81.696.5 97,721.1 953.0 171 76.2 1,893.5 5,365.7 4,563.1 6.281.1 13.3 13.7 20.1 55.6 55.9 64.3

?.I. K-croel 242 212 137 181 171.6 272.0 26.0 15.7 18.9 43.7 18.5 27.2 107.3 74.1 138.0 235.5 107.9 (00.0 I

P.l0 Kennel Oil 26 34 40 39 21.1 13.4 .2 5.5 7.7 21.6 1.8 1.8 238.4 161.8 192.5 56b.4 350.7 238.8

Pal.. Kerool Cok, or 4..l 30 24 22 3D 20.6 27.6 1.0 1.1 1.3 2.4 1.8 1.8 53.4 65.8 59.1 80.0 87.4 65.2

PcI. 0il 20 2 - - 31.3 3.3 3.4 0.2 - - 3.9 0.5 170.0 100.0 - - 124.6 151.2

Rubber 51 41 49 61 61.0 44.3 (2.4 7.4 19.4 33.2 15,2 14.3 243.1 180.5 395.9 562.7 249.2 322.8

R... Cott 22 1 8 - - - 11.0 0.6 4.7 - - 500.0 603.0 587.5 - - -

C.eion Seed 98 62 9 II - - 6.2 2.7 0.7 0.9 - 63.3 43.5 77.8 89.8 - -

tin M.L.1 8 7 5 6 4.7 3.4 24.8 19.1 15.5 26.4 20,4 15.5 3,100.0 2,728.6 3.100.0 5,280.0 4,340.4 4.558.8

Kidr .n8d Si9.. 4 4 5 5 2.9 2.1 4.8 6.8 12.5 10.6 6,8 6.8 1,200.0 L.700.0 2.500.0 2.lCO.O 2.344.8 3.238.1

Coffee 4 4 2 - 1.1 7.3 2.0 2.1 1.3 0.1 .11 5.4 500.0 525.0 650.0 - 100.0 739.7

TUrber -nd Plye.nd c./. 223 232 370 305 105.5 28.7 7.0 8.1 14.3 14.0 4.8 1.4 31.4 34.9 38.6 4.5.9 45.5 48.8

ToLal Mojor Lo.Pors 1.255.d 1.394.7 2.209.9 5,727.5 4.849.5 6.63S92

DOher Co-nodilieC 25.0 27.1 58.5 56.4 70.7 133.3

Toit Deo-tIc EKport. 1.280.8 1,421.8 (,268.4 5,783.9 4,920.2 6,742.5 H

1/ P FoOl.lonol. t ;i

(oozte: Federal Office of Sitiustic,. 
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AGRICULTURAL SECTOR REVIEW

COMPOSITION OF IMPORTS BY COMMODITY SECTIONS

(H Million)

I__ _ . ______ _ -_ 17

Commodity Sections (S.I.T.C.) 3L971 1972 1973 19714 1975 1976
_-_,_ _ ____ _--_- .-. i _Y~ 7K

0. Food and Live Animals 137.9 95.1 l1b.3 154,,8 i 97-Y 4 £,q. 4

1. Beverages and Tobacco 4.4 4.4 5. 2 9.1 148 63.2

2 . Crude Materials, Inedible (excLuding fuels) 20. 6 20.7 27.0 63.7 73. 7 78.6

3. Mineral Fuels, Lubricants and Related MeLterials 9.0 9. 8 13.5 55.4 100.2 174.9

h4. Oil and Fats 0.7 1.1 1.4 3.6 El. 9 22h4.7

5. Chemicals 122. 0 102. 6 133.4 191.0 333.2 396.4

6. Manufactured Goods Classifi,ed Chiefly by Materials 3:19.4 267. 9 323.9 523.3 1008,.0 1132.8

7. Machinery eLnd Iransport Equipment 1428. 8 -98.C 491.4 611.8 1561. 9 2442.7

8. Miscellaneous Manufactured Articles 70. 8 83.1 94.2 114.0 278.2 371. 6

9. Miscellaneous Transactions 15.14 6.9 8.6 10.6 11.]5 15.4

Total: All. Sections _ _ _-8078. 9 90.1 1224.8 1737.3 3721.5 51 19. 7

1/ Provisional

Source: Federal OClfice of Statistics



NIG5ERLA

AGRICIJLTUIRAL SECTOR REVIEW

Popu:lation o Ni4eria - 1963-1990 1/

Projections ZI

1963 Census 1970 % 1975 1990 _

Nigeria 55.67 66.17 75.60 117.78

North 29.81 53.5 35.43 53.5 40.48 53.5 63.07 53.5

South 25.86 46.5 30.74 46.5 35.12 46.5 54.71 46.5

Note: 1/ 2.5% Growth Rate 1963 - 1970
2.7% Growth Rate 1970 - 1975
3 % Growth Rate 1975 1990

MT
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END TABLE 5

NTGRTA

ACRICULTURAL SECTOR REVIEW

POPULATION PROJECTIONS FOR MAJOR TOWNS
lQ63j 1970. 1975, 1990

% of Town 1963 Census 1963 Census
Poptiacion Total Urbaei Major Urban Ma4^r Urban Mai-r tTrb-

Towns Truly Urban Population Population 1970 1975 1990

Big Townsl/

Lagos (inc. Mushin) Ioo 811,222 811,222 1,141,470 1,677,196 5,320,351

Port Mrcourt Loo 179,563 179,563 252,663 371,295 1,177,652

Warr - , 100 - - - 100,000 317,217

Calabar-' 100 - - - 100,000 317,217

Kaduna 75 149,910 112,433 158,204 232,454 737,384

Kano 75 295,432 221,574 311,777 458,103 1,453.181

Medium Towns2/

Owerri 50 - - - 70,000 167,759

Ibadan 50 313,690 313,690 412,794 552,413 1,453,891

Erug-u 50 138,690 6Q92 91,101 21.914 292,174

Benin 50 100,694 50,547 66,253 88,662 210,484

Zaria 50 166,170 83,085 109,334 146,314 350,650

ios 4 50 -- - 110,000 263,622

Akure_/ 50 - - - 50,000 119,828

Yola_/ 50 - - - 50,000 119,828

Bauchib. 50 - - - 30,000 71,897

Minna4/ 50 - - - 30,000 71,897

Ilorin 50 208,546 104,273 173,216 183,626 440,070

Maiduguri 50 139,965 69,983 93,093 123,241 295,354
Abeokuta 50 187,292 93,646 123,232 169,912 407,204

Sokoto_I 50 - - - 60,000 143,793

Makurdi4/ 50 - - - 50,000 119,828

Small Towns 3/

Onitsha 35 163,032 163,032 75,088 91,356 164,527
Ah. 35 131,003 45,851 60.337 73,409 132,205

Ogbomos q,- 35 319,881 - 80,000 144,075

0sho bo-
1 35 208,966 - 80,000 144,075

O-j57 35 158,583 - - 50,000 90,047

Ado Ekiti2/ 35 157,519 - - 80,000 144,075

Ife 35 130,050 45,518 59,899 72,876 131,245

0Yo 35 112,349 39,322 519745 62,956 113,380

Ore
4
/ 35 - - - 50,000 90,047

Ilesha 35 - - - 50,000 90,047

Iseyin 35 - - - 50,000 90,047

TOTAL 4,386,0i3 2,296,997 3,143,206 5,515,677 15,0S7,051

1/ For big towns used growth rate of 5% for 1963-1970; 87 for 1970-75; 87. for 1975-1990.

2! For medium towns used grawth rate of 4% for 1963-1970; 6b for 1970-75; 6% for 1975-1990.

3/ For small towns used growth rate of 4% for 1963-1970; 47 for 1970-75; 47 for 1975-1990.

4/ Population based on mission estimates; 1963 Census unreliable due to extraordinary growth because of

creation of state capitals and oil towns.
5/ 1963 projections fcr western state minor urban census deflated by mission estimates.



NIGERIA

AGRICULTURAL SECTOR REVIEW

GROSS DOIIESTIC PRODUCT BY P_E_ QFACTfLII
AT CURRENT PRICEIS

(N Mi]Llion)

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 l7tS ____6

Agriculture 2576 3034 3093 3123 3531 3854 4271

Peitroleum 490 94 1144 1899 5671 4921 15054

Other mining & quarrying 45 63 76 90 11CI 110 80

Manufacturirng 378 416 511 591 655 1161 1501

Coistructiorn 270 412 520 646 970 1477 1682

Electricity & Vater 37 41 48 52 551 66 83

Transport & Commnnication 149 188 238 268 360 504 616

General Government 343 377 339 463 766 1234 1496

Health & Education 194 227 239 256 400 580 865

Other services 799 950 979 1065 1425 1819 2263

Gross Domestic Product at Factor
Cost 5681 6651 7188 8453 13947 15718 18911

Indirect taxes less subsidieis 400 500 4B0 460 520 813 843

Gross Domestic Product at Market
lPrices 5281 7151 7668 8913 14467 16532 19754

Growth rate of GDP at factor cost 25.9Z 8.12 17.62 65.02 12.72 20.32

Growth rate of non-oil CDP 19.12 5.92 8.4% 26.1:l 30.5X 19.12

Sources: L970-1973, Federal Office of Statistics
1974-1976, Mission Estimates
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End Table 7
NIG ERIA

AGRICULTURAL SECTOR REVIEW

STATE APPROPRIATIONS FOR AGRICULTURE 1977/78 (1976/77)

(N millions)

----- 1977/78-
Per Total (3I as % of Total Exp.

Recurrent Cavital Caita Total (76/77) 77/78 (76/77)
(1) (2)' (a) (3) (3)

C"LUUUra 5.5 U.L4 4.0 16.9 (11.2) 5.5 (5.4)

Bameh1 4.5 12.1 5.2 16.6 12.4) 8.5 (14. 5)

Bendel 8.3 13.6 6.2 21.9 (25.3) 4.7 (17.0)

Benue 6.t 17.7* 5.5 24.3* (21.3)* (9.9)*

Borno 7.0 28.6 8.2 35.6 (21.3)* 8.8 (9.0)

Cross River 6.9 23.1 5.8 30.0 (27.8) 10.6 (11.2)

Gongola 7.3 17.6 5.7 24.9 (18.1) 10.2 (8.8)

Imo 6.1 22.8 6.1 28.9 (21.5) 6.9 (6.9)

Kaduna 6.8 30.8 6.3 37.6 (30.7) 10.2 (12.9)

Kano 7.6 26.7 4.1 34.3 (37.6) 7.5 (9.3)

Kwara 6.3 13.1 5.8 19.4 (25.6) 5.4 (9.3)

Lagos 7.7 8.4 7.7 16 1 (19.0) (8.8)

Niger 4.5 9.8 7.8 14.3 (21.3)* 7.2 (16.5)*

Ogun 5.2 15.0 9.0 20.2 (15.0) 7.7 (8.3)

Ondo 5.0 19.4 6.2 24.4 (24.8) 7.6 (11.7)

Oyo 8.2 28.1 4.9 36.3 (30.2) 8.6 (21.8)

Plateau 6.8 19.9 9.1 26.7 (18.3) 8.4 (11.9)

Rivers 6.2 5.4 6.4 11.6 (8.7) 4.8 (4.0)

Sokotu 8.5 12.7 3.2 21.2 (15.5) 7.3 (9.6)

All States- 125.0 336.2 f.7 - 461.22(2v5.6) 7.4 (9.9)

*Estimated
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END TABLE 8

NIGERIA

AGRICULTURAL SECTOR REVIEW

Su,iuedv (tax) on CGcona. 7itton. Palmkernels. Rubber and Grnundnuts

(N per metric ton)J

Financial Economic
I . A. -, Il- d, I %a
k' I S;-;-4) tA q,'. vv)

Cocoa

Producer Price 1030 /A 1030
Marketing & Transport 15O - OU 150 1180
Export unit value 1380 2208
Subsidv (-) Itax ( ) 200 1028

Cotton

Producer Price 330 330
MarkCeting, -rloceasi

4
n

and transport 188 518 188 518
Export Parity Price:seed 30 59
Import Substitution price: lint 379 409 575 634
Subsidy (-)/tax ( ) -109 116

Palmkernels

Producer price 150 150
Marketing & Transport 150 300 150 300
ExFort 'Unit Value n180 277
Subsidy (-)/tax ( ) -120 - 23

Rubber

Producer pr'ice 365 3.5
Marketing, processing

and transport 195 560 142 507
Export unit value 42 842
Subsidy (-)/tax ( ) - 17 335

Groundnuts

Producer price 275 275
Marketing, processing

and transport 69 69

E2port ,i/r1 344 344
Pnonrt nAr1it- 405 596

Subsidy (-)/tax (f) 61 252

I/ Cocoa: mar w et',ng anrd transp;ort cost are ar. estimate. .'ere are no rece.t;
data on export unit value but 1977 exports should at least have earned $1.00
per lb.

2/ Import Substitute: based on groundnuts CIF Europe (US $496/nut, plus
US$50 shipping etc. & N50 transport to Zaria.

Source: The data on cotton, palmkernels and rubber is from Paper 1.
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NIGERIA

AGRICULTURAL SECTOR REVIEW

Rice Price Structure Basis Imports from USA

per tonne

Price FOB USA $1/ 524
Freight Insurnace 70

594
= X 368

Duty 10% 37
Port charges/handling 15
Landed cost 420

Road transport to North 50
Ibadan/Enugu 15
Coast -
Wholesale price

before distribution
North 470
Ibadan Enugu 435
Coast 420

Road transport from
production areas
Nort.h to North 10
Midd.lebelt to South 2/ 20

Milling costs 3/ 45
Ex mill price

North 415
Middle belt 2/ 363

Paddy equivalent (60%)4/
Nort:h 249
Middle belt 218

Primary Marketing
Nort:h 30
Middle belt 28

Equivalent Farm
gate price paddy 5/
Nort:h 219
Middle belt 190

Notes 1/ FromFederal Office of Statistics.
2/ Transport costs deducted from mean of Ibadan/Enu u and Coast nriepq;
3/ Based on rates charged in Anambra/Imo Rice Project but excluding

parbo:iling.
4/ This Maay be high.
5/ In fact paddy prices have not fallen below N240; and in most areas

are around N 290 - N 320. The difference represents increased
margins on imoorted rice.



NIGERIA

AGRICULTURAL SECTOR REVIEW

Grains Marketing at Non Isolated Rural Market 1/

Effort to get one ton to Market
No. 2/ Participant Av. QunttLty Distance Total Deals Mandays Travel (Roundtrip)

per deal Travelled by Category
G. Corn Millet (Each Way) G. Corn Millet G. Corn Millet G. Corn Millet

----- Kg ----- Km T ronf1nes --
31 Producers :3/ 120 76 15 km 3.12 0.38 8.33 13.16 250 395

(26. 5)
44 Local Assemblers 3/ 174 87 24 7.13 0.70 5.75 11.43 276 549

(41 ,8)
22 Village Retailers 4/ 457 5/ 163 5/ 8 10.05 3.59 2.19 6.13
32: Rural Assemblers 871 326 - 27.87 10.43 1.15 3.07

Transport to Zaria Market Size: 8-10,000 people
Market Frequency: once weekly

Wholesialers or Wholesalers Comnission Agents grain supply Area: 40X within 8 km radius
20% between 8 and 24 km radius

Rtetai]ers 20% between 24 and 38 km radius
15% between 38 and 48 km radius

5% more than 48 hm radius

Source of basic data : The Marketing iand Storage of Food Grains in Northern Nigeria, H.M. Hays Jr,
Samaru Miscellaneous Paiper 50, 1975.

1/ Sundlu Market -- 48 Ian from Zaria
2/ Figures in brackets represent number of sellers of each grain type.
3/ Total market supply is split about equally between producers and local assemblers.
4/ Essentially brokers between sellers (producers, local assenblers) and buyers (local consumers, rural

assemblers.)
5/ Sold to rural assemblers. An additional 98 kg G. Corn and 44 kg millet sold to local consumers.

Cw
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AGRICULTURAL SECTOR REVIEW

Lar-e Scale (100 h-teRas:) C-ioeciel neMheoioed Fecn

Y19178 Coc.s. -- '008)

3U78 5929 1980 21 1982 1987 i984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991' 1992 1993 199b-2003
1 2 3 b 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17-25

Ivestcbnt Costs
lofrsscrccEr-e 
Fencing 3008 3000
Bcildig.s 2/ 3000 3000
Feo. ROsd¶, 1000 1000
Borehole ! 20000 -
Soil Cnsra-ti - 500 500

L27500 7500

lO/
Ma ch incro v

Tractor 14000
Plough 2500
Di,s harrow 2000
Ridger 2000
P1 accer 1800
Cultiostec 1800
Trailer 2300

Sub tolal 26400 26400! 26400 26400

O8eraclns Co. Es 
osio canee of soiI conseroion - 200
Tr-ts0 7 Licence and Insurance 1800 1800
FuIel se 660 660
ROlJ-rs -d R.pl.---6/ 132 132
Repairs atd Replacensont - 1400 1400
Orloereea lary 1200 1200
Face .Sana,e 5000 5000
Wages 10400 l0400
S.eds 851 851
Ferti llaet 8/ 3079 3079
Herbilide/Fungi,id-s - 2645 2665

Sob tutal 27167 27367 27367 27367 27367 27367 27367 27367 27367 27367 27367 27367 27367 27367 27367 27367 27367

TOTAL COSTS 11/ 81067 34867 27367 27367 27367 53767 27367 27367 27367 27367 53767 27367 27367 27367 27367 53767 2i767

9/
Bene-fi -

Co8to7 0778 12768 13632 13632 13632 13631 1:1632 13632 13632 13632 13632 13532 13632 13632 13632 13632 13632
MaIne 4256 6384 7518 7518 7510 75161 7812 7518 7812 7812 7812 7B12 7812 7812 7812 7812 7812
Sorghu= 7584 9151 9562 9562 9562 9562 9562 9562 9562 9562 9562 0562 9562 9562 9562 9562 9562
GI ..dn-s S0018 9622 9622 9622 9622 9622 li413 8413 8413 8413 8413 013 8b413 9413 9513 9413 9413
Co=p-en 4680 4680 4680 4680 4680 468C0 4680 4600 4680 4680 4680 466754680 4680 4680 4680 4680

0DTAL BENEFITS 33316 42555 45014 45514 45014 45014 44099 44099 44099 44099 44099 44299 44099 44b99 46699 44099 414099

NET ECONOMiC 8ENEF09 R (477517 7688 17647 17647 17647 17647 16732 16732 16732 16732 (9608) 16732 16732 16732 16732 16732 16737

Reo of 1eturo 26 percent
les cnbi VI 01dm

i -15 10 p,--en
2 5 p -rceot

-5 17 27

/ The -del co f-r a 100 hec-e protely -ad acd opes'd farn -ehani-ae cosi- f dic ped 65 EI sa cu s -c-p-i npl t. ren
Economic 11/aeof agrcclssctual co,rhineryaasoumed to be 5 7tars sirE ne ronidual calve.

7:/ 2K= of Earn coed ( 9 1090 pot tm.
1 670 per heccor. for icljial :1 oaeratlo- ee rks- , ui,h 92 p-r hectere per a-oco for - elorenacc

4/ Fuel coos espcen 6i 1111 lIcec par hoot, craccor operacor for 1000 hours prr crows ost of Fuel is N0,06 p-r 1 iet pet (rocludic c to ii, dociloa
'/ Equals 20 pot cr05 of luel costs

Ri , ,rpaIc eqoal 75 pe Iccc of cas 1 cos of rquFp-,nrt, c 15 p--0006 per - nnm 3
;'/ l.ahr ceased ac opporronlsy 'eat of 82.0 par tandy. r

T/ lotlu8neM cst o- aprayceg.
i/ renfi-ts ca-- laced fr-m fro.r.ornd world n-rk-e prices (BRI) forecasts April 1978) reducrd cf Fa-oga-e Crcn-s Are: Coccoo 

2
2he i. ..... nuodecan 19ha; ro- c- 32ha, 4ai- 14ha; and Coopeas L3ha.

iafarenee p-eor for out put -la-te Es forecasn: f-r 1978. 1980-85 sod 1990.
Af5ne 1980 yIels pn h re e-e 1.5 s/ce/ha: nai-a 3.0 n/con/a., -och-n 1.8 ctoe.gre.-dooc 1.7 c/o/o -ope- I 0 nooo

10 For nRRlhioecy noeea. err Pacer 9. 7ble 4
1./ Deoalap--nt co-t FE .o.oenen ss..t ed at 517.



NIGIERIA

AGRICULTURAL SECTOR REVIEW

GIJSAU ACRICULTtURAL DE'VELOPMENT PROJECT

Economic: Costs and Returns
(N' 0100)

Year I Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Yeatr 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Y'ear 10 Year 11 - 25

Incremental Coats

Farm Inputs:
Fertilizer 114 484 800 1,347 2,131 2,131 2,131 2,131 2,131 2,131 2,131
Other seasonal 51 134 306 473 761 761 761 761 761 761 761
Equipment 39 118 322 420 661 149 149 149 149 149 149

Vehicles, plant and equipment *' 674 371) 168 162 72 35 122 31 35 122 69
Houses, building, labor and materials a/ 1,434 1,158 434 56 56 (334) - - - - -
Salaries 596 808 948 925 814 638 542 499 475 475 475
Vehicle running operation /136 275 279 279 212 69 69 69 69 69 69
Gener al services 299 228 244 263 231 214 214 214 214 214 214
ContiLngencies at 5% 1'70 179 175 196 247 200 200 193 192 196 194

Total 3,5153 3,752 3,676 4,121 5,185 3,863 4,188 4,047 4,026 4,117 4,062
Less taxes 258 225 152 115 87 40 60 51 50 55 52

Costa adjusted for ta,Ws 3,295 3,521 3,524 4,006 5,098 3,823 4,128 3,996 3,976 4,062 4,010
Add tnet labor costs - 103 315 743 t,340 2,335 2,050 2,064 2,108 2,197 2,344 2,344

TIotal 3,398 3,842 4,267 15,346 7,433 5,873 6,192 6,104 6,173 6,406 6,354

Add IForeign excharnge adjaastment - 3D4 330 357 447 608 469 500 474 474 494 494

.Tot]L Economic CoLts 5L.T�2411 4 6824 5793 041 65.42 6 692 6 578 66 47 6.900 6 848

Incremental Benefits! -

Farm produce 3152 1,483 3,113 5,306 10,955 10,955 1.0,955 10,955 10,955 10,955 10,955
Seed fam production 34 SD 68 68 68 68 68 68 68 68 68

Total Economic Benefits 96 1.53` 3.181 5 374 1 3 10251 1'1.023 11.023 11.02k )1.023 _1.022

Net Economic Benef'its (3,002) (2,309) (1,086) 28 3,590 5,150 4,831 4,919 4,850 4,617 4,669

Economic Rats! of Return: 35%r,

1 oes not include replacement for r-oad maintenance equipment - see general services - excludes water and soil conservation costs.
F Residual value of staff housing no longer required in year 6 - also excludes material costs for water and soil conservation development.
Excludes water and soil conservation costs.

i/ Excluding farm inputs and their relevant contingencies. Identifiable taxes on remainder approximately equals in Year 1 8.0%; Year 2 7.5%; Year 3
7'.0%; Year 4 6.5% and thereafter 6.0%.

5/ I.abor slhadow priced at NO.84 per rsan-day, i.e. present shadcw price of N2.0 expressed in 1974 terms by using domestic iniflation index.
6/ Shadow foreign exchajnge Nl = US$1.0 (as against actual Nl.O = US$1_54).
7/ Elasis forecasted worLd market prices (IBRD forecasts April 1978) expressed in 1974 terms by using irnternational inflation indeK.



NIGERIA

AGEtICULTURAL SECTOR REVIEW

FUNTUA AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

Economic Costs and Returns
(N' 000)

Incremental Costs Year I Year 2 YeNLr 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Yer Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Yea:r 11 - 25

Fertilizer 341 850 1,966 3,229 4.221 4. 4, ,21,7 4.227 /,299 422
Other Seasonal 128 418 922 1,'84 1,678 1.678 1.678 1,678 1,678 1.678 1,678
Equipment 93 267 614 869 1,109o 201 201 201 201 201 201

VFehicles, plant and equipment 763 383 341 1]94 105 39 141 67 96 96 96
llousing, building, labor and materials 1,687 1,413 1,238 130 108 (378) (159) (31) (23) - -
Salaries 691 983 1,261 1,286 1,090 957 844 769 720 720 720
Vehicle running operations 178 297 312 512 3 12 188 80 80 80 80 80
General Services 305 264 309 352 338 267 254 25'1 250 250 250
Contingencies at 5% 209 244 347 i88 448 377 371 363 362 362 362

Total , / 4,395 !5,119 7,310 8,144 9,415 7,556 7,637 7,605 7,591 7,614 7,614
Less taxes 304 263 254 155 12'; 91 83 74 72 72 72

Costs adjustecl for W7 xes 4,091 4.,856 7,O56 7,989 9.292 7,465 7,554 7,53jl 7,519 7,542 7,542
Add net labor cost - 334 216 1,325 2,743 3,625 3,051 3,022 2,963 2,875 2,757 2,757

Total 6/ 4,425 5, 072 8,381 10,732 12, 915 10,516 10,576 10,494 10,394 10,299 10.299
ALdd foreign exchange adjustment - 495 617 1,013 1,300 1,581 1,288 1,295 1,280 1,285 1,285 1.285

Total Economic: Costs 4,920 '5,689 9,L94 12.(02 14 496 11,804 11,8 l,Tr4 11.679 11,584 11 584

Incremental Benefits

Farm produtce I 1,096 3,133 8,374 25,849 18,969 18,969 18,969 18,969 18,969 18,969 18,969
Seed farm production 124 124 124 1L24 124 124 124 124 124 124 124

Total Economic: Benefits 1,220 3.257 8,498 25, 19,09 19093 9 1930 9 19,093 19,093 19,09'

Net Economic Benefits (3,700) (2,432) (896) 13,941 4,597 7,289 7,222 7,319 7,414 7,509 7,509

Economic Rate of Return: 52%

1J Does not include replacement for road mainl:enancc cquipmsent e1ci7d>s water and ssil conservation costs.
2/ Excludes water and soil conservation costs, includes residual value cf vacated staff houses from years 6-9.
3/ Excludes water and soil conservation, costs.
tJ Excludes farm inputs arLd other relevant conitingencies. Identifiable taxes on remainder aipproximately equals in

Year 1, 8.0*; Year 2, 7.5%; Year 3, 7.0%; 'fear 4. 6.5*, and thereaftEr 6.0%.
Labor shaclow priced at NO.84 per md. Present shadow price of labor N2.0 expressed in 1974 terms.

6J Shadow for-eign exchange Nl . IJS$1.0 (as agaiinst actual Nl - USR1.54).
j/ Basis 1978 world market prices expressed i,s 1974 terms using international inflation index.

July 7, 1978



NIGER:LA

AGRICnJTURAL SECTOR REVIEW

iPLATEAU STATE

IAFIA AGRICULTIURAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

Ecconomic Costa and Benefits
nrW 

Year 10
to

Year 0 Year I Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Yeilr 8 Year 9 Year 19 Year 20
Economic Costs

Crop Development 532.0 463.7 385.2 442.3 463.7 440.2 6/ 440.0 440.0 440.0 440.0 220.0 220.0
Farn Advisory Service 514.9 585.0 451.4 486.0 400.0 344.01) 34C.0 340.0 3l40.0 340.0 170.0 170.0
Livestock Development 318.5 696.6 675.7 828.4 435.8 424.2 8/ 225.0 225.0 25.0 225.0 225.0 225.0
Forestry Development - 318.0 300.9 330.8 366.7 373.9 N 17.0 17.0 17.0 24.7 24.7 24.7
Fisheries Development - 57.8 53.1 60.1 41.3 37.3 - 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.C 3.0
Roads and Water Development 554.6 1,634.8 788.9 781.8 83:3.6 661.4 - - - - - -
Management and Acministration 581.1 1,229.7 547.0 507.4 488.4 370.4 - 37C.0 370.0 170.0 370.0 185.0 185.0
Seed Multiplication L87.9 220.2 121.9 154.7 142.3 138.3 130.0 130.0 130.0 130.0 130.0C 130.0
Research - 139.0 59.4 64.4 69.6 64.411 - - - - - -
Training L17.9 410.1 219.8 205.8 305.2 154.4 15C.0 100.0 75.0 50.0
Evaluation 476.7 232.0 217.0 245.0 214.6 182.6 180.0 180.0 180.0 180.0
Cusnmtruial Seri-:es 441.2 1,704.7 981.2 876.3 79:3.0 703.0 13/ -
Other Overheads 4.7 10i,6 208.9 243.5 259.4 262.7 - 260.0 260.0 260.0 260.0 260.0' 260.0

Sub-total 3,729.5 7,796.2 5,010.4 5,226.4 4,81:3.6 4,156.8 2,115.0 2,065.0 2,040.0 2,022.7 1,217.7 1,217.7

Physical Contingencies (project only) 187.6 412.1 278.6 292.8 274.9 246.1 - - - - - -
Herd Entrees Valuat i1 pns - 3, L79.3 771.7 759.6 877.6 826.9 1,160.0
APME4PU Eval1yfior - - 367.1 260.9 298.8 36L.5 283.3
Lests Taxes - (267.8) (499.4) (250.9) (232.6) (201.6) (186.2) (84.6) (82.6) (81.6) (80.9) (48.3) (48.7)
Lesl Today's expenses - (200,0) 0) (20) (200.0) (200.0) (200.0) (200.I) (

2
00.0) (200.0) (:200.0) (200J0) (200.CI) (200.0)

TOTAL COSTS 6,628.6 8,647.7 5,858.6 6,263.0 5,875.3 5,460.0 1,830.4 1,782.4 1,758.4 1,741.8 969.0 969.0

Benefits

Cro Development 8/ - 5,262.0 5,922.0 5,935.0 6,627 .0 9,149.0O 9,149.0 9,149.0 9,149.0 9,149.,0 9,149.0 9,149.0

TOTAL 8ENEFIiS - 5,262.0 5,922.0 5,935.0 6,627.0 9,149.0 9,149.0 9,149.0 9,149.0 9,149,0 9,149.01 9,149.0

Net Economic Benefits (6,6i28.6) (3,385.7) (63.4) (328.0) 752.0 3,689.0 7,316.6 7,366.6 7,390.6 7,407,2 8,180.0 s,180.0

Econoric Rate of Return: 23/.

1/ Valuation of existing herd and further entrees in grazing reserves: in Year 0 value of exiisting herd; Year I to 5 value of entrees.
2/ 25% of APMEPU costs charged to this project.
3/ Estimated at 5% of vehicles, 107 of other equipment, 107, of buildings and houses, ancd 20, oF vehicle operating costs; after Year 5 estimated as percent:age of total as

calculated irn Year 5.
4/ Present salaries amount tc about N155,000; add 30% for other expenses, this gives rounded N200,000.
5/ Economic margins as calculated in farm budgets multiplied by estimated cropping patters, rather than incremental costs on costs side and incremental benefits on

benefits side.
6/ At 100% until Year 9, and 50% thereafter.
7/ Costs of grating reserves.
8/ Costs related to pole/fuel wood plantations, Including aveirage stumpage costs and maintenanc-e from, Year 9 estimated at N3.4/ha.
9/ Maintenance of bunded lagoons (about N700/lagoon/annum).

10/ No maintenance costed as these costs are assumed to at least equal offsetting road bhcnefits also not taken into account.
11/ Gradually reduced to zero in Year 10.
12/ Not continuedl, as a margir which should cover commercial costs has been included in farmgate prices for inputs.
13/ Mainly maintenance costs of assets created by the project.



AGRICULTURA6L SECTOR REVIEW

Bernue State

Aya ba Asricultureil Develoopment Proiect

Ecoromic Ccosta and Benefits
(8* 000)

Year 10-
Year 3 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 'Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 19 Year 20

Economic Coscs

* Crop Development 839.9 698.2 616.4 793.6 995.9 1,042.1 9- 1,000.0 1,000.0 1,000.0 1,00)0.0 500.0 500s.

* Farm Advisiory SerPvice 659.2 701.8 621.0 665.3 545.2 469.3 - 470.0 470.0 470.0 470.0 235.0 235.0
Livestock Development 165.2 599.8 185.3 146.6 182.3 196.3 10/ - - - .. _ 
Forestry Development - 377.1 164.2 213.0 238.0 205.1 11' 9.0 9.0 9.0 12.6 12.6 12.6
risheries ueveiopmenc - 296.6 291.2 2Zb9.1 330.4 212 .2 12/ 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5

* Roads and Water Development 575.6 1,624.3 800.4 80l.3 804.7 672.3 r,/
* Management and Administration 581.1 1,272.7 590.0 504.4 488.4 370.4 - 370.0 370.0 370.0 370.0 185.0 195.)
* Seed Multiplication 200.6 256.4 156.5 204.8 183.2 167.2' 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0

Research - 199.6 62.4 67.4 83.4 67.4 - - - - - -
f Training 117.9 462.3 268.4 2:35.1 334.6 198.31 14/ 200.0 150.0 100.0 .50.0

Evaluatior 527.6 249.3 249.3 2831.3 246.3 214.314/ 210.0 210.0 210.0 210.0
* Cosmercia]l Services 446.1 1,966.4 1,455.9 1,2L5.4 1,127.3 1,056.5 - - -- - -

* Other Overheads _ 3.7 106.7 238.7 275.7 290.3 297.0 161 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.')

Subtotal 4,116.9 8,810.2 5,699.7 5,715.0 5,850.0 5,168.4 2,734.5 2,684.5 2,634.5 2,588.1 1,408.1 1,408.1

Physical Contingen5 Les 207.3 465.0 315.8 325.6 342.6 316.I - - - - -

AP!IEPU Evzil,tioln - - 367.1 260.9 298.8 361.5 283.3 - -_ _ _ -

less Taxes - (284.4) (593.9) (288.9) (253.6) (243.9) (217.1) (109.4) (107.4) (105.4) (103.5) ( 56.3) ( 56.3)'
* less Today's Expenses 4/ (520,0) (520.02 J52

0
.0) (520.0) (520.0) (520.02 (520,0- (520.0 (520.0) (520.0) (

5 2
0.0) (520.D)

TOTAI. COSTS 3,519.8 8.528. _467.5 5,565.8 5.790.2 5.031. 2,105.1 2.057.1 2962% 1_9ij
4*6

831.8 831.8

Benefits

Livestock 5/
6Fisheries 6 - - - 39.0 117.0 195.0 195.0 195.0 195.0 195.0 195.0 195.0

Fireste 7/- - - .- -- - 175.0 175.0 175.0
Crcps -/ _ 5,983.0 5,589.0 6,542.0 795.9 12,015.0 12,015.0 12,015.0 12,015.0 12,015.0 12,015.0 12,015.0

TOTAI BENEFITS - 5.983.0 5O,589.0 6.581.0 8.076.0 1.2210.0 12.210,0 L2,210,0 12.210,0 12.385.0 12.38i.0 12 385.0

Net Econormic Benefits (3,519.8) (2,645.4) 121.5 1,015.2 2,285.8 7,178.6 10,104.9 10,152.9 10,200.9 10,420.4 11,553.2 11,553.2

Economsic Rate of Return: 46%

1/ A = Asinex; S = Supplement of Appraisal Report 1370-UNI, May 31, 1977.
2/ See Supplement 15; 25% of APMEPU costs charged to this project.
2/ Estimnted at 5% of vehicles, 10% of other equipment, 10% of houses and bui:ldings, and 202 of vehicle operati,% costs; after Year 3 estimated at percntage of total as

calculated in Year 5.
4/ See Asnex 1; present salaries amount to N399,000; add 30% for other costs,.
5/ No livestock development benefits; taken into account, as component is very small and it is very difficult to relate benefits to improved veter-inary services. -5

6/ N13,000 per bunded lagoon (N14,000, less an estimated 300 man-days and allowance for some other fishermen costs).
7/ Althouigh theoretically not correct, stuinpage benefits of an eight-year cutting cycle have been averaged frorm Year 9i to 20.
8/ Econosic margins as calculated iI farm budgets multiplied by estimated cropping patterns, rather thar. commercial costs on rost side and incremental benefits on

benefits side. For calculation of economic benefits, labor priced at N2.2 per sRn-day (as against N1.0 at eppraisal) and prices revised to reflect current forecasts
expressed in 1977 terms.

9/ At 100% until Year 9 and 50% thereafter.
10/ Not further costed.
11/ Costs related to pole/fuelwood plantations, including average stumpage cos;ts and maintenance from Year 9 estimated at N3.4/ha.
12/ Maintenance costs of bunded lagoons (about N700/lagoon/annum).
13/ No maintenance costed, as these are assumed to at least equa.l selling of road benefits no. taken into account.
14/ Gradually reduced until zero in Year 10.
15/ Not continued, as a margin vehicle which should cover coumeecial .o sts has been in,!uded in far-gate prices of inputs.
16/ Mainly maintenance of assets created by the project.



NIGERtlA

AGRLCULTURAL SECT'OR REVIEW

Second Cocoa Project
Oyo, Ondo ai&d Opsu, States 

Economic Costs and BenefiLts
(t '000)

1987 /88
1974/75 1975/76 1976/77 19177/78 19782/79 197 1980/81 1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1984/85 1985/86 1986/8, 2003/04

A. On Fanr, Costs

Replanit:Lt qf which:
Lal;;; 92.2 374.1 972.7 979.4 559.7 406.2 344.8 2r2.3 360.o 493.4 529.2 535E.1 535.1 535.1
Local Costs 11.8 68.9 178.L a86.8 130.7 158.3 221.1 317.1 370.1 447.4 E'59.1 604.9 604.9 604.9
Fo-eign Exchange Costs - 60.0 172.( 462.0 344.0 447.0 593-0 880.0 1,001.0 1,186.0 1,491. 0 1,607.0 1,607.0 1,607.0

New Plamti of whi..h: -4 24 2.LNe bor o 92.4 203.5 620.6 2,256.3 103l.9 96.4 iii.6 145.1 202.4 218.5 221.8 224.4 224.4 24.4
Local Costs 19.2 41.5 131.1 61.0 64,7 88.8 130.2 152.0 181.8 231.6 256.0 269.7 269.7 269.7
Foreign Exchange. Costs 26.0 61.0 195.( 141.0 184.0 272.0 362.0 4L1.O 481.0 616.0 678.0 710.0 710.0 710.0

Staff and Overhejf which:
Locanl Coats 3 'i41.0 626;.6 1,218.1 875.4 684.4 528.8 298.9 280.6 231.7 207.7 170.8 170.8 170.8 170.8
Foreign Exchange Costs 393.50 369l.0 511.0 e44.0 190.0 141.0 93.0 69.0 64.o 40,0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0

Total Costa of which:
Labor 184.6 577'.6 1,S93.3 1.,235.7 663.6 502.2 456.4 4L7.4 562.4 711.9 751.0 759.5 759.5 759.5

Loc:al Costs 372.0 737-.0 1,527.3 1,223.2 879.8 775.9 650.2 749.7 783.6 886.7 985.9 1,045.4 1,045.4 1,045.4
For-eign Exchange Costs 409.0 490.0 878.( 847.0 718.0 860.0 1,048.0 1,36iO.0 1,546.0 1,842.0 2,209.0 2,357.0 2,357.0 2,357.0

B. Benefits

Cocoa P'roduction 2
New Planting - _ - 70.0 265.0 903.0 3,039-0 4,8'32.0 6,888.0 el,370.0 9,5i05.0 9,505.0 9,505.0 9,505.0
Replanting - - - 163.0 701.0 2,245.0 7,528.0 11,8'i3.0 16,220.0 18,629.0 20,343.0 20,343.0 20,343.) 20,343.0

Total Benefits - - - l 966.0 3.148.0 10,567.0 16,6.S50 13,108.0 2t i.999. 29,848.0 29.84.80 29,848.t) 29.8480

Net Eccmnomic Benefits (965.60) •L 8ozL640) (3.998.6) (5.tl72.90) (1.2E4,40) 1009,90 8 412.40 14.1.90 10,216.0020 1358 4O25 102.10 25 6861O 25 686]LO 25 686.10

Economic Rate of Returni: 451, w

1 BEasic datn IBRD Appralsal Report, 'Second Cocoa Projec't," Nigeria 282a- U1N1.
/ All labor costs shadowi priced at NL.0 per man-day. Piresent shadow wage rate N2.5 expressed in 1975 terms.

/ A shadow exchange rate of N1.0 . U!S$1 used (against official rate N1.0 s US$1.54).
4,1 Cocoa output prices de7rived from forecasted 1975 prices (IBRD conomdity price forecasts April 1978) expressed im 1974 terms.

1974/75 - 1980 price - N746i; N1,384 fromn there! onwards.



N ICER IA

4GRCU110TLRAL SFCTOIR REVJIEW

SIIALLHIOLDER OIL FAI.0 FROJECT

IMOIAN08MBRA ST7ATES

Econom ic C.!osts ad .nefIts

I2zl . 9,7j 1977 1978 1979 8 980L 9Li 1982 1983 1984. 1985 1988. 19027 198 1989 1990 1991 1992. 1993-2004
A. LO?SES

Fflhodr ild Earabllslhe- 96.7 415.0 636.2 818.6 1,99j1 998.0 504 A 382.1 200.1 - - - .
Labor 30.0 2177.4 349.0 42581 560.9, 538.1l 212.9 136.5 385 - ..- 
Local Coco 38. 103.1 138 I11.6 262 12.1 66.5 55.1 31.3 - - -- 

ForIg,, Evchao8e Coo.s28. 945 11.4 12.2 3122 .1 300.3 225.0 10.5 10.3 - - - . -- ---

SsaIlholdsr Fiold ItnonrE- - - . - 104.9 265.6 400.' 595.9 782.5 762.2 731.7 737.3 238.0 734.0 725.0 2 15.2 712.5 71:2.0
Labcr.- 34.1 88.4 146.3 223.1 304.3 320.6 33 1 .7 3 37 .3 338.0 334.0 325.0 315.2 312.0 31?.2.
LoclCss- - - . 15.7 39.1 57.2 83.6 1086 100.3 92.0, 92.0 92.0 92.0 97.0 92.0 92.0 92.0
Forog Cchog Cos- - - . 55.1 132.9 205.2 209.7 374.6 341.3 308.0 398.0 308.0 308.0 588.0 306.0 308.0 3011. 0

Soallhoidsc Nanrne-n- lojo
Local Costs 301.0 531.2 123.4 461.2 5L1.7 465.3 3 27 .2 313.1.287 .7 279.0 279.0 279.0 279.0 270.0 279.0 279.0 279.0 279.0 279.0
F-rigc, Eccb-g Co-rs 160.2 249. 5 114.7 104 .9 129.9 70.0 53.2 4,.o 38,U 44.6 44.6 o. 44.6 44.6 446 .4 4. 44.6 44.6 44 .6

Stul I- v -.tno aol F-il Col1e-i-c
Local Costs - - - - 620).1 716.0 242.9 634.6 502.2 799.3 306.7 349.9 3 33.23 399.6 374.4 374.4 374.4 374.4 3745.4
Foregn Exchange Costs - - - 492.0 57 5 .7 176.0 297.4 331.7 361 .7 191. 1 254.2 208.6 216.1 2 59 .3 2 59 .3 259.3 259.3 2589. 3

yoioovad Evaluation 91.4 95.0 95.1 86.9 79 .6 7 2 .3 76.8 56.4 50.4 - - - . . . -

ToIsC Lasts 
7

65
8

36.....±.tS2.. 1...
30 5

.4 1.545.2 2 jI. 3,156. ,2. . . 2.41.2.3 2 2722. 1 1 583.6 1,5. ,6 8 1 ,779 F ,9. 8. ,72.5 69 1__ _669.3
vi :olch - labc cEs31. 5 228 3 366.5 7F/1 188.8 60.0 316.6 269.9 295. 304.3 320.6 331.2 332 ,3 338.0 334.0 325.0 315.7 3" a T

local costs ~~~~~~ ~~~504.4 753.9 706.5 725 6 152.9 1,42. 763.5 1,1~52.0 1,300.5 1,7106.9 686.0 7273.9 704.3 776.6 745.4 745.4 745.4 745.4 745.4
f-rigven-havgaooro 229.9 394.0 312.4 325 i0.0 1,8065.5 640. 74.0 846.1 760.9 577.0 606.9 561,2 620.7 611.9 811.9 611.- 611.9 611.9

Lahot .. ~~~~~~~2, 30.0 224.0 440.0 536.0 7 07 .0 721.0 3806.7 316.0 355.0 365.0 305.0 39.0. 425.0 406.0 401.0 390.3 328.0 374 .0 374.0a
Forto Echng Costs 349.0 590. 0 47 5. 0 566.0 1,519.0 1,650.03 985.0 1,192.0 1, 288.0 1,187.0 727. 923.0 053.0 I.020.0 930.0 930.0 930.0 930.0 933.0

Local Loncs ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~504.0 2 54 .0 707.0 726.0 1,502.0 1:471.0 264.0 1,153.0 1,301.0 1,187.0 686.0' 721.0 7C4.0S 721 .0 245.0 245.0 745.0 245.0 745.0

Total Erovonic Ens us 091 5 I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 3 7595 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 5 .94420.20 29P -2 192 0 298 0764 0 2 065.0 .05.0 2.05.07,04 0_9.0.

. IENFITS 2
Palo oil . - . .44.7 648.4 1,345.6 2,436.2 3,894.7 5221.5 6,310.9 2,219.6 7,691.8 7,80.71 2,870.7 2,670.7 7,870.7 2,9D72.
VeneIs- . - 6.0 95.3 193.2 2149.2 549.4 720.0 815.2 934.3 930.2 982.2 963.2 963.2 963.2 963. 2

Octal Oer.efloa - - - - - ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~59.2 25927 1,530. 20 85 .,4. 9 7,156.1j§ 8.13.9 866550 8 8,3. 8 333 92,8,, 333fl
9

Sri Ecovocic Beceflt 1091.0) 71,626.0) (1,472.0) (0,020.00 71759.0) 23,460.01 (040.0) (ISo' 1,921.0 5,018.00 5,18 6,422.0210,522.0750,12
6

2b.0 '19050V. 13,00700. 13,348.2 13,3660.0 12,384.0 13,3c4.0

Coa...v c Rar at Rncor- 252

I/ All 25labor cot hdo rcd at N1.0 p-r nan-day, ie.,, pritot hado -ae toi6. prv -day.-opoess-d in 1975 (rs
2! A chad cc -ohaco coto', cc 910 = 051.0 oosd (ax 9. agio th oficia con of 81.0 0001.54.
2/ -ao orocodwrd -oar ccprc o 1900-11990 e-pc--d ioootr 975srn



NIGERIA

AGRICULTURAIL SECTOR IREVIEW

NUFCLEUS ESTATE/SMALLHOLDER 011O PALh PROJECT

RIVERS STATE

Economic Costs and Benefitt

1994 -

1277 1978 1979 7.8 .981 1982 1883 I984 .989 1916 7Y=' '.98 1999 1990 1911 1q92 1993 2001

A. LOSTS

DIn-fSI C V.i 5R3,4 .2460.0 2290.0 3046.4 2153.8 2166.8 335013 2167.7 1991.9 2110.5 1893.0 1823.5 1814.0 1769.C 1454.3 1454.3 1454.3 1454.3

Labor Co..ts _7 81.0 520.0 1408.0 2573.0 3148.0 3088.0 752.() 1184.0 1750.0 (823.0 1778.0 1767.0 1791.0 1797.C 17601.0 1763.0 1731.0 1720.0

Nrt DNSmtoci Costs 664.4 :2980.0 3698.0 6619.4 5201.8 5254.8 4102.13 3351.7 2741.9 3933.5 3671,0 3590.5 3605.0 3566.0 321:1.3 3217.3 3185.3 3174.3

For-igo En-hasge Cos - 388.0 3368.0 2496.0 3117.0 4:179.0 2661.0 3859.0 4247.0 1297.0 3573.0 2854 0 2306.0 2270.0 21272C 15901.0 1590.0 1590.0 1590.0

VToal Co.s- 4736-4 9,80-8 791.8 7979-8 759P 7 M38 7 506 5 6525. 5896.5 5875.0 5693 CF 480/,3 4807,3 4775 3 4764,3

B. BENEFITS
348.0 2029.) 5287.0 1037S.0 14323.0 17413.0 19093.0 19934.0 20081.1C 20081.0 20081.0 20081.0 20081,0

0i1 @ 842'1 For = coo 44.0 259.3 687.0 1357.0 1911.0 2345.0 2619.0 2754.0 2775.01 2775.0 2775.0 2775.0 277570

Kert.-I @t204 per = ons (192' pr)cee)
392.0 2B._ 0974.0 133,. 16234 _. 1758.0 2171ZL ; 2688.0 22855.11 22855 0_22855.0 22855.0 22855.0

LEtal Bene!lIts

Net Ze-o-o B-itenelts (1052) (6348) (6194) (9736) (96310) (7523) (5691) (1625) .,696 8673 13233 15E115 16813 17162 18048 19(048 18080 18181

E.ensc ic Rain of Returr: 162

1/ AIl lab-r Ioss shadno priced at N2.5 p-r mc,day *eg.in..t 01.5 per p- odoy f-,r fom 1,5b-r asd 82.0 pFr .asd.y for -n-eesy Iobr,w

2/ Shadno -c-ne rae- Kl. - USSI.O1 0 .



NIGERIA

AGRICULTURAI. SECTOR REVIEW

Snailholde- Rubber Project
Mid-Western State

Economic Costa and B-nefits
(810005

1976 197 1978 1979 1980 191.1 1.982 1983 1964 ]985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 2006

A. Costs

Field Ettablish--t and
2iMtn-.se nf Senators Rubber 469.2 93:3.4 1,385.1 1,951.8 2,591.1 1,660.3 1,478.2 1,511.7 1,271.2 984.8 568.9 - - - - - - - -
t-Ctrn E.uber Mainteft-ene .nd
Laten Collsnion - - - - - . _ 225.4 633.5 1,186.5 1,885.8 2,731.4 2,934.4 .2,926.0 2,926.6 2,926.6 2,926.6 2,926,6 2,926.6

lnotrcrsps - 261.5 583.0 807.4 1,032.0 1,216.5 544.8 - - - - - - - - - - -

Tree Cr, Unit i/ 693.3 602.7 500.4 631.1 674.7 51.9.1 536.9 507.83 591.4 625,2 605.1 557.1 512.5 459.1 424.1 424.7 382.3 339.7 297.3
TrsiniE.6 172.1 121.5 128.7 141.9 144.4 9.0 21.1 33." 42,5 65.5 76.3 17.8 - - - - - - -
G-oup Enllestie CTesters 3/ - . 75.0 56.8 121.0 24.0 100.0 150.1) 200.0 250.0 180.0 -
Tausar ..nod Training School 4 . 557.5 3441.5 223.5 171.0 150.0 1510.0 - - -- - - - -_ - - - -

Monitoring seA Ivalostior eir d 120.8 1235.1 114.4 104.2 95.1 101.1 66.3 66.3 1,3.3 63.3 67.7

TOTAL ClOTS 2,1183. 2.595.3 3,140.
6

4,125.3 4.246.9 3,901.8 2.884.7 2,619, 2,942.0 3,334.0 3.548,4 3,306.3 3.446.9 i.385.1 3.350i 3,350.
7

2_308.3 3,265,7 3_223.3

Of vhir4 Labor Costo 248.0 647.6 1,078.6 1,479.3 1,894.1 1,458.5 850.0 581.9 828.3 1,220.8 1,731.5 2,239.4 2,454.4 2,416.0 7,446.,4 2,446.0 2,446.0 2.446.0 2.446,0

L-cl Costs 1,194.0 1,314.6 1,362.0 1,665.7 1,923.1 1,320.6 903.3 921.4 957.1 1,025.3 997.6 715.5 E654.3 605.0 574.0 574.0 537.5 500.9 464.4
Foreign E-hssnge

C-ste 676.0 633.51 700.0 980.3 1,124.7 1,1114.7 1,131.4 1,116.2 1,156.6 1,087.q 019.3 351.4 238.2 334.1 330.7 330.7 324.8 318.8 :312.9

Ad lastedPIe
Labor Costs t' 602.0 1,571.0 2,620.0 3,592.0 4,600.0 3,343.0 2,064.0 1,413.7 2,011.0 2,965.0 4,206.0 5,438.0 5,960.0 5,940.0 5,940.0 5,940.0 5.,940.0 5,940.0 5,840.0

Local Costs ~ 1,194.0 1,311.0 1,362.0 1,665.0 1,923.0 1,329.0 903,0 921.1 957.0 1,025.0 598.0 716.0 954.0 603.0 30.0 - - -5
FoEe lnsbse3 Costs - 1,099.0 1,028.0 1,138.0 1,594.0 1,836.0 1,8L2.0 1,839.0 1,815.3 1,880.0 1,769.0 1,332.0 582.0 150.0 544.0 537.0 527.0 518.0 509.0 497.0

TOTAL E:ONOMFIC COSTS

B. Be-efit'

Rubbe- - - - . - 505.2 1,624.0 3,539.0 6,336.0 10,022.0 12, 757.0 14,667.0 15,722.0 15,916.0 15,916.0 15,916.2 15,916.0

Intoscrops - 36D.0 950.0 1,555.0 2,050.0 2,545.0 1,780.0 660.2 - . - . . - - - - -

ImALO^I fNFTin - ~ 3601.0 950.0 I.SSS.O 2050.O 2,Y5,.0 I,(780.0 1,165.0 1.624.0 3.539. 0 6.336.0 10.022.0 12.707.0 1i,667.0 15,72200 15,916.0 15,916.0 15,16. 3.L11
6
.0

Net Ecneoits B-soafis 12,895.0) (3,553.0) (4,170.0) (5,296.0) (6,309.07 (4,1:19.0) (3,026.0) (2,984.1)) 93,224.0) (2,220.0) (200.0) 3,296.0 5,543.0 ',578.0 8,671.0 9,449.0 9,458.0 9,467.0 9,4,79.0

Esosne-i Rote of Returs: 102.

1/ Robber seapped for 24 yet-; co-t- of emit tense phased In and ens i.n assnrdaos dil- pla-tinE; pogran.
2, Afrls iFul pr-dn-ior. ID 1991, TCU overherde ph-eed d-n en reflest the lesser trod For intne-si-e s-p-roi-s ; phased dose- Trot 1991 cllc 102 annu-lly unoit len1- 1s 30/ N.ho -sra..de shargod

uhe- pl-ntihge are phased not of predocti-e. r

31 Full y shargsd even tbough this ps-jess -oner lesse tlat 107. of r-bber -e, ssd bhis -oepo5eI. sill benitl th chole mAo, cry.

4/ 257. f Hooltori-l std EnsI-aClle Jeit sharged d-riog pr-gra p-riod. Cts are in rprt 497 -UNI, N-osleut- E. cS /eSollrIold-s Oil Pals, Mid-Ws-tero Stats Anscx 5, tablo 17.

5/ 1nsIud-s SX physical soneigEenci-s drling program pesiod.
6/ Shades, price of laebr N1.7 per es.-dsy, 1078 -oat- e-prs-sed in 1974 terse.
7/ Shadse --oresgo -change -a-e Ni - USSI.
/ Rubb-er Isr..ace price 8647 per 0/toes.
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END TABLE 20

NIGERIA

AGRICULTURAL SECTOR REVIEW

Roau OyUteLUI in fl±"s

Project -Area, Avangba Bida Ilorin Lafia N. Oyo

State Benue Niger Kwara Plateau OQo Mean

Area ('000 k:m2 13.2 16.5 11.8 9.4 12.0 12.6

Cropped Area ('000 km2) 3.0 2.1 3.0 1.5 1.6 2.2

Farm families ('000) 150 80 20 58 67 95

All season Roads 1/
Pre Project

M/km2 2 63 38 73 64 29 53

m/cropped 6 28 42 219 297

Post Project

m/km2 _ 135 76 119 109 132 114

m/cropped kmz 592 592 467 680 987 664



END TALT.F 91

NIGERIA

A(,RICULTURAL SECTOR REVIEW

Pro Lected Subsidy Payments 1985

(N million - 1977_prices)

1978 1985

Input Subsidies

Fertilizer 34 100

Seed & Seedlings 2 4

Tractor Hire Service 3 3

Livestock Feed 6 6
Irrigation - 0 & tM 1 15

- Capir:al amortization - 165

Land Development 9
Credit 13 13

68 315

Price Subsidies

Palm Kernels 31 31

Cotton 25 25

Rubber 1 1
Stumpage Fees 35 35

92 92

TOTAL 160 407
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NIGERIA END TABLE 22

AGRICULTURAL SECTOR SURVEY

Anticipated Cost And Flow of Expenditures To implement Proposed i/
New Strategy

(N millions 1978 prices)

Project Total Cost 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Funtua 8 6 - - - - - -

Cusau 6 4 - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Gombe 6 4 - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _

Ayangba 39 (36) 2/ 13 6 6 6 5 - - _ - _ _ _ _

Lafia 34 (31) 12 5 5 5 4 

Bida 28 (26) - 2 9 8 4 3 - - - - - - -

Ilorin 24 (21) - 2 8 7 3 2 - - - _ _ _ _

Kaduna State Phase I 145 (128) - - 20 36 2824 20 - - - -

oyo North 48 (46) - - 7 14 11 9 5 - - - - - -

Cocoa III 200 - - 20 60 60 40 20 - - - - - -

Ekiti Akoko 48 (46) - - 7 i4 ii 9 -5 ) -

Ogun 48 (46) - - - 7 14 11 9 5 - - - -

Kano State 149 (128) - - - 20 36 28 24 20 - - - - -

Bauchi Scare 101 (96) - - - i5 27 21 IH 1i - - - - -

Sardauna 33 (32) - - - 7 9 7 5 4 -

Gusau II 36 (32) - - - 5 9 7 6 5 - _ _ _

Imo TC & MP3/ 46 -3 / _ 7 14 11 9 5 - - - -

Borno State 102 (96) - - - - 15 27 21 18 15 - _ - _

Ondo TC & MP 46 - - - - 7 14 11 9 5 - - - -

Abakaliki 48 (46) e _ _ 1 14 11 9 5 - - - -

Bendel North 48 (46) - - - - 7 14 11 9 5 - _ _ _

lzo 48 (461 - - - - - 7 14 11 9 5 - - -

3enue State 141 (128) - - -- - 20 36 28 24 20 - - -

Cross River 98 (96) - - - - - 15 27 21 18 15 - - -

Plateau State 106 (96) - - - - - 15 27 21 18 15 - - -

Bendel TC HP 46 - - - - - 7 14 11 9 5 _

Rivers State TC & MP 46 -- - - 7 14 11 9 5 _ -

Kwara State 137 (128) - _ - _ - - 20 36 28 24 20 - -

Niger State 106 (96) - 15 27 21 18 15 - -

Oyo State 105 (96) - - - - - - - 15 27 21 i8 15 -

Kaduna State II :72 (64) - - - 1O 18 14 12 ln _

Gongola State 140 (128) - - - - - - - 20 36 20 A4 20

Ondo State 105 (96) - - - . - - - - 15 27 21 18 15
Ogun State 103 (96) - - - - - - - - 15 27 21 18 15

Sokoto State 107 (96) - - - - - - - 15 27 21 18 15

Kano State II 72 (64) - - - - - - 10 18 14 12 10

Bauchi State II 50 (46) . - - - - - - - 7 14 11 9 5

Anambra State 137 (128) _ - - - - - - - - 20 36 28 24

Bendel State 54 (46) - - - - - - - - - 7 14 11 9

Imo State 50 (46) - - - - - - - - - 7 14 11 9

Bnrno State II 36 (32) .- - 5 9 7 6

Benue State II 50 (46) . _ - - - - - - - - 7 14 11

Cross River State II 98 (96) . - - - - - - - - 15 27 21

Plateau State 1I 40 (32) - - - - - - - - 6 7

Kvara State II 54 (46) . - - - - - - - - - - 7 14

Niger State II 40 (32) -- - - - - - - - - - - 5 9

Gongola State II 40 (32) . _ - - - - - - - - - - 5

Oyo State II 40 (32) . - - - - - - - - - - - 5

Kaduna State III 40 (32) - - - - - - - - - - - 5

TOTAL Cost (excl. fertilizer) 45 29 82 204 264 308 337 297 300 334 286 243 185

TOT WW nMZD TA COST TO COVN. (incl. rnsr of
fertilizer subsidized at 85%) 4/ 33 27 70 161 213 261 300 292 317 362 351 342 322

EXTERNAl SOURCE 4/ (Nm) 16 12 29 71 91 108 117 105 107 117 101 86 68

(US$ m) 25 18 45 109 140 167 181 161 165 180 156 133 104

l/ Phasing and identity of projects highly tentative.
2/ Figure in parenthesis are costs net cf incremental fertilizar cost. Expenditures by year

are net of fertilizer costs.
3/ TC & 6P is a Tree Crop and Marketing Project.
4/ Assumes external financing of one third of costs incl. cost of incremental fertilizer.
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NIGERIA END TABLE 23

AGRICULTURAL SECTOR REVIEW

POSSIBLE FERTILIZER REQUIREMENTS AND SUBSIDY COST 1/

IN ADPs (1978-1990)

-o78 1inca 80 098 loon

Project 1975 1979 i983 1981 1982 i983 i984 i985 1986 1987 1988 1 1990
- - -- - - - - - - - - - - --'000 tons product - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Funtua 10 25 - - - - - - - - Kaduna State - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Gusau 10 15 17 - - - - - - Gusau II - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Gombe 10 20 25 - - - - - - Bauchi State - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ayangba 1 7 12 15 20 - - - - - - - - - - - - - Bentie State - - - - - - - - -

Lafia 1 4 8 12 15 - - - - - - - - - - - - - Plateau State - - - - - - - -

Bida _ - 4 10 15 20 - - - - - - - - - - Niger State - - - - - - - - -

Ilorin - - 4 8 12 15 - - - - - - - - - - Kwara State - - - - - - - - -

Kaduna State - - 50 70 90 110 130 140 150 160 170 180 190

Oyo North - - 1 4 8 12 15 - - - Oyo State - - - - - - - - - -

Ekiti Akoko - - 1 4 8 12 15 - - - - - -…ndo State -- - - - - - - - -

Sardauna = 4 5 6- - - Gongola State - - - - - - - -

')gun - - - 1 4 8 12 15… … …- --- Ogun State --- -
Nano State - - - 30 50 80 o 100 130 140 150 160 170 180

Bauchi State - - - 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80

Gusau II - - - 20 25 30 35 40 - - - - - Sokoto State - - - - - -

Borno State - - - - 15 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

Abakaliki - - - - 1 4 8 12 15- - - - - - Anambra State- -

Bendel North - - - - 1 4 8 12 15 - - - - - Bendel State - -

!mo - - = 2 4 6 8 10 - - - - - Imo State

Benue State - - - - - 40 60 80 90 100 110 120 130

Gross River - - - - - 2 4 8 12 15 18 20 22

Platcau Scatc - - - 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 ii0

Kwara Statc - - - - - - 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Ni4ger State - - - - - - 40 5( 60 70 80 9( 100

Oyo State - - - - - - - 25 35 50 60 70 80

Ondo State - - - - - - - 25 35 45 55 60 70

Gongola State - - - - - - - - 40 50 60 70 80

Ogun State - - - - - - - - 25 35 45 5a 60

Sokoto State - - - - - - - - 70 80 90 100 110

Anambra State - - - - - - - - - 30 40 50 60

Bendel State - - - - - - - - - 25 35 45 55

Imo State - - - - - - - - - 15 20 25 30

TOTAL Tons '000 32 71 122 210 309 453 592 739 915 1,085 1,223 1,365 1,507

Value (r million) DU 5 12 20 33 SQ 72 94 1.; 14 174 196 . 241

Annual Subsidy N million (1978 prices)

at 85% 4 10 17 28 40 61 80 100 124 145 166 185 205

at 50% 3 6 10 17 25 36 47 59 73 87 98 1.09 121

at 10% 1 1 2 3 5 7 9 12 15 17 19 22 24

_ Phasing and-A 4i4- ^4 of pro4ects highly tpntntix'p

2/ Based on average farmgate pri.ce of N160/ton.
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